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3

Introdu tion
Ultrafast opti s have found numerous appli ations in the areas of fundamental
resear h as well as of medi ine and industry.

Appli ation elds in lude mi ro-

ma hining, two-photon uores en e mi ros opy and opti al

oheren e tomography,

time-resolved spe tros opy in femto hemistry, opti al frequen y metrology, terahertz
generation, et . Most of these appli ations utilize femtose ond to pi ose ond pulses
in the near infrared region (0.75

− 1.4 µm).

The most bene ial from the pra ti al point of view would be to generate and
deliver ultrashort pulses in opti al bers. Generally, ultrashort pulses

hange their

spe tral and temporal shapes during propagation in opti al bers due to the nonlinear and dispersive ee ts. These ee ts may be of orders of magnitude higher in
bers

ompared to bulk media, be ause of the long intera tion length of light with

matter. Under

ontrolled

ir umstan es, however, pulses

an be transmitted over

long distan es in bers with low loss and negligible distortion. On the other hand,
some appli ations require strong nonlinearity. By their spe ial stru ture, photoni
rystal bers oer greatly enhan ed design freedom
bers.

They allow the

ompared to standard opti al

ontrol of the dispersion prole over a broad wavelength

range, and by the adjustment of the

ore size and medium, nonlinearity

an be

varied on a wide s ale, while maintaining single-mode propagation.
During my Ph.D. work, I was engaged in topi s on the generation of ultrashort
pulses in ber lasers, the propagation of su h pulses in photoni
the design of spe ial purpose photoni

rystal bers.

rystal bers and

Some parts of these topi s

in luded theoreti al work with numeri al simulations. However, most of the results
des ribed in the theses are experimental, and the resear h was essentially motivated
by pra ti al appli ations. An outline and premises of the theses are des ribed in the
followings. The theses are also itemized in the Summary (Chapter 4.5).
Ultrashort pulses are originally generated by
lasers exploiting

olliding pulse mode-lo king or solid-state lasers. Due to the ad-

van es in opti al ber te hnology,
that

ompli ated setups in luding dye

onsist of ber opti al

onsiderable attention is drawn by light sour es

omponents, possibly in an all-ber setup, for their

ompa tness. Passively mode-lo ked lasers are usually operated in the anomalous
dispersion regime. To over ome material dispersion of the opti al elements,
the dispersion of standard sili a bers is normal below 1.3
pensation is needed in the laser
lasers in luded dispersion

µm, −

−

dispersion

i.e.,
om-

avity. Previous attempts on the realization of ber

ompensation by bulk opti s (e.g. gratings) or dispersion-

managed opti al bers su h as photoni

rystal or higher-order mode bers.
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In

ontrast, lately it was shown that stable solutions of passively mode-lo ked lasers
an be found in the normal dispersion regime as well, whi h enables the elimination
of dispersion

ompensation in the

avity and further enhan es the possible output

pulse energies.

Our purpose was to develop a ber laser produ ing femtose ond

pulses around 1

µm.

During our work, we fo used on the possibility of realization of

an all-ber, all-normal dispersion ytterbium ring os illator [T3℄. The laser operational and pulse

hara teristi s were investigated, whi h may

ontribute to better

understanding the pulse shaping me hanism of passively mode-lo ked ber lasers
working in the normal dispersion regime.
Compression of
of ber integrated

hirped pulses by dispersion- ompensation is possible by the use
omponents. However, their use is often limited by the nonlinear

intera tion of the relative high peak power of pulses with the sili a ore. A promising
route to avoid nonlinear spe tral broadening in a dispersion
the appli ation of hollow- ore (Bragg) photoni
energy of the pulse is
in realisti

ompensating ber, is

rystal bers, in whi h most of the

onned in air. It was found, however, that the sili a struts

hollow- ore bers, holding the spa e between sili a layers

me hanism,

alled leaking modes.

in iden e diele tri

ause a loss

Our investigations on one-dimensional grazing

multilayer stru tures showed that the leaking modes

an be elim-

inated by appropriate design of the stru ture. Cal ulations by the one-dimensional
transfer matrix method used for the design of plane diele tri
were

multilayer stru tures

ompared to the full-ve torial nite element method that simulated the ap-

propriate ber stru ture [T1℄.

The qualitative agreement between the simulation

results showed that the one-dimensional model is
bandgap. It is thus an e ient

apable of giving estimates for the

omplementary tool for designing Bragg photoni

rystal bers, however, it does not eliminate the need for a

urate

al ulations by

the nite element method.
Dispersion- ompensation is not su ient in

ompressing pulses below the Fourier

transform limit. For this purpose, spe tral broadening is ne essary whi h
alized by nonlinear phenomena in opti al bers.
the nonlinear spe tral broadening
redu ed

ore size. A

an be re-

For relatively low peak powers,

an be a hieved in photoni

rystal bers with

ording to simulations of pulse propagation and optimization

of dispersion- ompensation

oe ients, experimental demonstration of pulse

om-

pression is done on 24 fs pulses from a Ti:sapphire laser [T2℄.
The
pulse

omposition of ultrashort pulse generation, dispersion

ompression

the logi

an be introdu ed in the above

ompensation and

ontext, but in order to follow

of the theoreti al ba kground, the sequen e of the theses is dierent and
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follows the

on ept of the Ba kground (Chapter 1).

In Chapter 1 the theory of

pulse propagation in opti al bers is reviewed by deriving the basi

equations for

the transversal modes and the temporal behaviour in the ber. Simulation methods
for the transversal modes are des ribed in Se tion 1.3, and the proposed design
method of hollow- ore photoni

rystal bers is further detailed based on the one-

dimensional analogy in Chapter 2. Modeling of the temporal behaviour in opti al
bers is done by numeri ally solving the so- alled Nonlinear S hrödinger equation.
The experiment on pulse

ompression is

arried out based on simulations of pulse

propagation in a highly nonlinear photoni

rystal ber. The results are shown in

Chapter 3. Simulation of pulse propagation is also done for ber lasers. An overview
of these simulations is given in the Ba kground
of the

hapter, to help the understanding

omplex behavior of mode-lo ked ber lasers. The experimental work on the

all-ber, all-normal dispersion ytterbium ring os illator is des ribed in Chapter 4.
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1 Ba kground
In this

hapter the basi

on epts of pulse propagation in opti al bers

and ber lasers are dis ussed. In Se tion 1.1, a summary of the

pulse propagation in opti al bers

Theory of

is given, based on [1℄. In prin iple, the

solution of the Helmholtz equation leads to two important equations, one
of whi h determines the transversal mode distribution, the other one determines longitudinal propagation of pulses. Simulations on ber modes

The nite element method
Bragg bers [4℄ are further dis

by

[2, 3℄ and

The transfer matrix method of

ussed in Se tion 1.3. Thesis 1 takes bene-

t of su h simulations in the design of leaking mode free photoni
bers. The other equation derived from the Helmholtz equation,

rystal
alled

the Nonlinear S hrödinger equation, determines the spe tral and temporal evolution of pulses propagating along the ber. The most important
phenomena in the

ontext of pulse propagation su h as dispersion and

nonlinearities are dis ussed in more detail. In Se tion 1.2 an introdu tion to the dierent

Types of photoni

rystal bers

is given [5, 6℄, whi h

are extensively used tools for inuen ing dispersive and nonlinear ee ts
in a wide range. Photoni

rystal bers are in the fo us of Thesis 1 and

2. The Nonlinear S hrödinger equation provides the basis of the simulations for Thesis 2, and also for the

ber lasers

Simulation of pulse propagation in

[7℄, in Se tion 1.4. This latter se tion is aimed to help the

understanding of the

omplex behavior of ber lasers,

orresponding to

Thesis 3. The last se tion in this

hapter is a short review of the theory

Auto orrelation measurements

extensively used in our experimental

of

work for the

hara terization of the temporal pulse duration [8℄.

1.1 Theory of pulse propagation in opti al bers
From Maxwell's equations one

an obtain the wave equation that des ribes light

propagation in opti al bers [1℄:

∇×∇×E =−
where

E

is the ele tri

permeability and

P

eld,

c

µ0

is the indu ed ele tri

is the va uum

polarization.

to light be omes nonlinear for intense ele tro-

elds. On a fundamental level, the origin of nonlinear response is related

to anharmoni

motion of bound ele trons under the inuen e of an applied eld.

As a result, the total polarization
ele tri

(1.1)

is the speed of light in va uum,

The response of any diele tri
magneti

1 ∂2E
∂2P
−
µ
,
0
c2 ∂t2
∂t2

P

indu ed by ele tri

dipoles is not linear in the

eld, but satises the more general relation



(1)
(2)
(3) ..
P = ε0 χ · E + χ : EE + χ .EEE + . . . ,
where

ε0

is the va uum permittivity and

χ(j)

is the

j th

(1.2)

order sus eptibility.

It is ne essary to make several assumptions to solve the wave equation. First,
the nonlinear part of

P

is treated as a perturbation to the linear part. Se ondly,

the ber losses are regarded small, thus the diele tri
also treated in a perturbative manner.
assuming

∇E = 0.

∇×∇×E

onstant,

ε(ω) = 1 + χ,

is approximated with

is

2

−∇ E,

It is also a simpli ation when the eld is assumed to maintain its

polarization along the ber length, so that a s alar approa h is valid, although this
does not hold for birefringent media. Opti al bers are typi ally weakly birefringent,
and the polarization ee ts are usually negle ted. Furthermore, the slowly varying
envelope approximation is adopted.
By separating the rapidly varying part of the ele tri
Fourier transformation

Ẽ(r, ω) = F (E(r, t)), the

eld (Eq. 1.3) and using the

wave equation

an be transformed

to the so- alled Helmholtz equation (Eq. 1.4).

where

ê

E = 1/2ê[E(r, t) exp(−iω0 t) + c.c.]

(1.3)

∇2 Ẽ + ε(ω)k02 Ẽ = 0,

(1.4)

is the polarization unit ve tor,

frequen y,

ω0

is the

entral frequen y,

and from the diele tri
dedu ed as

r is
c.c.

the spa e
denotes

oordinate,
omplex

t

ω is the
k0 = ω/c,

is time,

onjugate,

onstant the linear and nonlinear refra tive indi es

ε(ω) = (n + ∆n)

2

. The Helmholtz equation
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an be

an be solved by the method

of separating the variables in the following form.

Ẽ(r, ω) = F (x, y)Ã(z, ω) exp(iβ0 z),

(1.5)

F (x, y) is the transverse modal distribution, Ã(z, ω) is a slowly varying fun tion of z des ribing the spe tral dependen e and exp(iβ0 z) refers to longitudinal
propagation. (β0 is the wave number, z is the oordinate parallel to the ber axis,

where

x

and

y

are the transverse

oordinates.)

The Helmholtz equation leads to the following two equations for

F (x, y)

and

Ã(z, ω).
∂2F
∂2F
+
+ [ε(ω)k02 − β̃ 2 ]F = 0,
∂x2
∂y 2
∂ Ã
2iβ0
+ (β̃ 2 − β02 )Ã = 0.
∂z
The eigenvalue
turbation,

β̃

of Eq. 1.6 in ludes the propagation

∆β . β(ω)

β(ω),

and its per-

The perturbation term depends on the modal

distribution and the nonlinear refra tive index,

gation equation for

(1.7)

an be expanded to a Taylor-series to des ribe the dierent

orders of dispersion, see Eq. 1.10.

After all, by using

onstant,

(1.6)

β̃ ,

∆β = ∆β(∆n, F (x, y)).

the Fourier transformation of Eq. 1.7 leads to the propa-

A(z, t),

the so- alled Nonlinear S hrödinger equation:

∂A
∂A iβ2 ∂ 2 A
g−α
i
+ β1
+
=
A + i(γ + α2 )|A|2A,
2
∂z
∂t
2 ∂t
2
2
where

γ=
The term in luding

γ,

(1.8)

n2 ω0
.
cAe

(1.9)

the nonlinear parameter, is self-phase modulation with

denoting the nonlinear refra tive index,

Ae

denoting the ee tive

n2

ore area of the

|A|2 representing the opti al power. g and α are the gain and loss, respe tively, and α2 is the parameter for two-photon absorption. The dispersion an be
expressed through the β(ω) propagation onstants, so generally the terms proportional to β1 and β2 an be ompleted with higher order terms of the expansion of
ber and

β(ω)

into it's Taylor-series. The Nonlinear S hrödinger equation

an be extended

by further nonlinear terms su h as Raman s attering, self-steepening et .

Dispersion
The Taylor-series of the

β(ω)

propagation

onstant is the following:

1
1
β(ω) = β0 + β1 (ω − ω0 ) + β2 (ω − ω0 )2 + β3 (ω − ω0 )3 + . . . .
2
6
9

(1.10)

The dispersion parameters are dened a

ording to this expansion, with the multipli-

ation of the distan e (L). The rst term gives an initial phase fa tor,

Φ0 = β0 L, the
se ond is responsible for the group delay, GD= β1 L, β1 = 1/vg where vg is the group
velo ity, the next term is responsible for the group delay dispersion, GDD= β2 L or
group velo ity dispersion (GVD), and the last one is for the third order dispersion,
TOD=

β3 L

et . Another way to take

the refra tive indi es

n(ω),

whi h

hromati

dispersion into a

ount is through

an be given as Sellmeier-equations for dierent

materials. As an example, see Fig. 1.1 (a) for the refra tive index and the

β2 =GDD/L

al ulated

fun tion in the near infrared region.

β(ω) = n(ω) ·

ω
.
c

(1.11)

In some elds of opti s dispersion is introdu ed as derivatives with respe t to
wavelength.
follows:

The D parameter (usually given in [ps/nm/km℄ units) is dened as

2πcβ2
λ d2 n
dβ1
=− 2 ≈
(1.12)
dλ
λ
c dλ2
less than zero (GVD> 0), the medium is said to have normal dispersion.
greater than zero (GVD< 0), the medium has anomalous dispersion. If
D

If D is
If D is

=

a light pulse is propagated through a normally dispersive medium, the higher frequen y

omponents travel slower than the lower frequen y

is said to be
This

positively hirped, i.e. in

omponents. The pulse

reasing in frequen y with time and vi e versa.

auses a short pulse to spread in time, as it is plotted in Fig. 1.1 (b).

It is

to be mentioned, that for a Fourier transform limited pulse, i.e., a pulse with zero
hirp, both positive and negative GVD have the same ee t in

ase of a symmetri al

spe trum. And another important feature is that the broadening

aused by a x

amount of GDD on a shorter (Gaussian) pulse is more signi ant due to the relation

T = T0

p

1 + GDD2 /T02 ,

where

T

is the half-width of the

is the half-width of the transform-limited pulse at

1/e

hirped pulse, while

intensity.

T0

The TOD leads

to further modulation of the pulse shape, as plotted on the same graph. There are
generally two sour es of dispersion: material dispersion and waveguide dispersion.
Material dispersion
tromagneti

omes from a frequen y-dependent response of a medium to ele -

waves. For example, material dispersion leads to undesired

aberration in a lens or the separation of
o

hromati

olors in a prism. Waveguide dispersion

urs when the speed of a wave in a waveguide (su h as an opti al ber) depends

on its frequen y for geometri

reasons, independent of any frequen y dependen e of

the materials from whi h it is

onstru ted. More generally, waveguide dispersion

o

an

ur for waves propagating through any inhomogeneous stru ture (e.g. a photoni
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Figure 1.1: (a) Refra tive index and dispersion (β2 ) of fused sili a,

60

80 100

al ulated from

the Sellmeier equation, and (b) the ee t of dispersion (GDD, TOD) on a
transform-limited pulse.

rystal), whether or not the waves are

onned to some region.

∼ 20

fs

In general, both

types of dispersion may be present, although they are not stri tly additive [2℄.
Waveguide dispersion an be used to shift the zero-dispersion wavelength (1.3
see Fig. 1.1 (a)) of sili a bers.
the

This

ladding stru ture, espe ially by

an be done by appropriately

reating a photoni

ladding, and thus signi antly modifying the dispersion
A similar ee t to hromati
is

modal dispersion,
h

hanging

rystal stru ture in the
urve.

dispersion due to a somewhat dierent phenomenon

aused by a waveguide having multiple modes at a given fre-

quen y, ea h with a dierent speed.

dispersion, whi

µm,

A spe ial

ase of this is

polarization mode

omes from a superposition of two modes that travel at dierent

speeds due to random imperfe tions that break the symmetry of the waveguide.

Nonlinearity
The nonlinear response of diele tri
Eq. 1.2. The linear sus eptibility
and its ee ts are
e ient

α.

materials to the ele tri

(1)

χ

represents the dominant

hara terized by the refra tive index

The se ond order sus eptibility

ee ts as se ond-harmoni

eld is des ribed by

(2)

χ

n

ontribution to

and the attenuation

P,
o-

is responsible for su h nonlinear

and sum-frequen y generation. However, for media with

inversion symmetry at the mole ular level, su h as SiO2 ,

χ(2)

vanishes.

As a re-

sult, sili a bers normally do not exhibit se ond-order nonlinear ee ts. The third
order sus eptibility
third-harmoni

χ(3)

is responsible for phenomena su h as nonlinear refra tion,

generation, and four-wave mixing. To generate new frequen ies by

the latter two ee ts the phase-mat hing

11

ondition has to be fullled.

The most

ommon nonlinear ee t in opti al bers is thus the nonlinear refra tion, i.e., the
intensity dependen e of the refra tive index. The refra tive index is given as:

n(ω, |E|2) = n(ω) + n2 I,
where

I=

(1.13)

ε0 cn
|E|2 is the opti al intensity, and
2

related to the real part of the fourth-rank

n2 is the nonlinear refra tive index,
(3)
(3)
as n2 = 3/(8n)ℜ(χxxxx ). n2 is
tensor χ

2.2 − 3.4 × 10−20 m2/W in sili a bers. It is to be noted, that the tensorial
(3)
inuen es the polarization properties of the beams through nonlinear
of χ

typi ally
nature

birefringen e. The intensity dependen e of the refra tive index leads to phenomena
su h as self-phase modulation (SPM) and

ross-phase modulation (XPM). SPM

refers to self-indu ed phase shift experien ed by the opti al eld during propagation
in the nonlinear material, by

ΦNL (t) = n2 I(t)k0 L.

(1.14)

This phase shift leads to spe tral broadening of ultrashort pulses, as shown in
It is to be mentioned that nonlinear and dispersive ee ts might

Relative intensity (a. u.)

Fig. 1.2.

an-

1.4
1.2

0π

1
0.8

0.84 π

0.6

1.26 π

0.4

2.23 π

0.2
0
0.94

0.97

1
1.03 1.06
Wavelength (µm)

1.09

1.12

Figure 1.2: Ee t of self-phase modulation proportional to the nonlinear phase shift.

el out in a medium, this phenomenon results in the so- alled solitons. These are
self-reinfor ing waves that maintain their shape during propagation.
Although Eq. 1.7 is su

essful in explaining pulse propagation in most

has to be modied to in lude other nonlinear ee ts su h as the inelasti

ases, it

s attering

pro esses of stimulated Raman and Brillouin s attering. These ee ts might have
an important role in highly nonlinear bers for example in

ontinuum generation.

For further reading on nonlinear phenomena in opti al bers, see [1℄.
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1.2 Types of photoni
Conventional opti al bers

onsist of a

both made of glass, with the
light in the

rystal bers
ore surrounded by a

ross-se tion uniform along the ber length. To

ladding. The waveguiding me hanism works until the

angle of in iden e is smaller than the
boundary between the

ore and

riti al angle for total internal ree tion. The

ladding may either be abrupt, as in step-index

bers, or gradual, as in graded-index bers. Fibers whi h
transversal mode are
have a larger

alled

onne

ore (e.g. by doping with GeO2 ) must

ore, the refra tive index of the

be greater than that of the

ladding layer, typi ally

single-mode bers

an only support a single

(SMF). Multi-mode bers generally

ore diameter, and are used for appli ations where high power should

be transmitted.

Photoni

rystals

are

omposed of periodi

low refra tive indi es, with a periodi ity

µm).

10

In general,

photoni

lose to the visible wavelength region (0.1-

rystal bers

a two-dimensional (2D) photoni

(diele tri ) stru tures, of high and

(PCFs) or

mi ro-stru tured bers

rystal stru ture in the

have

ladding. Considering the

prin iple of propagation in the ber there are two types of opti al bers.
In the rst type, also known as

index-guiding bers, the light

ore is based on total internal ree tion, as in
(a). The dieren e of the

1

mode behavior ,
the

an be

ore and

onnement in the

onventional opti al bers, see Fig. 1.3

ladding refra tive indi es, that determines single-

hanged by adding an array of mi ros opi

air- hannels into

ladding running along the ber length. If the air holes in the

enough, the ee tive refra tive index of the

ladding are tiny

ladding diers from the

slightly, whi h gives a small V-parameter even at reasonably high

ore index very

ore diameters (see

middle pi ture in Fig. 1.3 (a) for the stru ture, and Fig. 1.4 (a) for the refra tive
index proles).

Su h

large mode area

(LMA)

bers

support a single mode while

being able to transmit high power with redu ed nonlinearity (note for the
dependen e of
the

γ,

Eq. 1.9). On the other hand, if the air/sili a fra tion is high in

ladding, the index dieren e, and thus the numeri al aperture gets high. The

numeri al aperture determines the
the

ore area

riti al angle of in iden e for

oupling light into

ore of the ber. In order to a hieve high nonlinearity in the ber, the

is redu ed. For a xed
redu ed, but this

ore size

ollimated beam diameter the fo used spot size has to be

an only be done as a trade-o with the fo us length of the lens,

1 The

so- alled V-parameter determines the number of modes supported by the ber. V =
p
k0 r ore n2ore − n2lad , where k0 = 2π/λ, λ is the wavelength, r ore is the ore radius, n ore is the
ore and n lad is the ladding refra tive index, respe tively. For a step-index ber, the single-mode
ondition is V < 2.405 [1℄.
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i.e., in reased numeri al aperture. As a

onsequen e, highly

are made of extremely small

∼ 1 − 2 µm

fra tion for the

ore sizes (of

ladding, to enable high

nonlinear

(NL)

bers

diameter) and high air/sili a

oupling e ien y. The s heme of the

se tion of su h a ber, and the refra tive index prole

ross-

an be seen in the bottom

pi ture in Fig. 1.3 (a), and in Fig. 1.4 (a), respe tively. A photo of super ontinuum,
generated in a highly nonlinear PCF by a Ti:sapphire laser (800 nm) is shown in
Fig. 1.5. The energy of the
with this

∼ 100 fs pulses was relatively low, a few nano-Joules, and

ommer ially available ber it was possible to generate a broad spe trum

light in the visible. The hexagonal symmetry of the ber

an be observed on the far

eld modal distribution.
The other type of photoni
are

photoni -bandgap bers

the photoni

rystal bers

(PBFs). The

onsidering the prin iple of propagation

onnement of light in the

bandgap (PBG) stru ture of the

ore is based on

ladding, prohibiting propagation for

a given in ident angle and wavelength range. This is similar to diele tri
stru tures, where layers have
onstru tive interferen e, a

∼ λ/4

thi kness and ree t

ording to the Bragg

is the Bragg PBF in whi h the

∼ 100%

multilayer

of the light by

ondition. A spe ial type of PBFs

ladding is formed by

on entri

rings of diele tri

layers. The waveguiding me hanism in PBFs is illustrated in Fig. 1.3 (b). In these
bers the refra tive index of the

ore

an have any value, light

an even be guided in

a hollow- ore (HC). The refra tive index prole of su h a ber is shown in Fig. 1.4
(b). The ee tive refra tive index
ore index, in

2 (n ) for the fundamental mode is below the
e

ase of HC bers it is typi ally

angle of in iden e and the wavelength.
stru ture the dispersion prole

As a

∼ 0.98,

and it is dependent on the

onsequen e, by

hanging the ber

an be modied, even up to the third order [J1℄.

Over the past de ade PCFs have attra ted in reasing interest in many elds as
they oer greatly enhan ed design freedom
they allow pre ise

ontrol of the nonlinear

a broad wavelength range.
persion

ompared to standard opti al bers:

oe ient and the dispersion prole over

This gives rise to numerous appli ations, su h as dis-

ontrol and distortion-free delivery of ultrashort pulses by the elimination

of nonlinear distortion in LMA PCFs or HC PBFs. Furthermore, they also permit
studies of nonlinear pulse propagation in previously ina
Generally, PCFs are

onstru ted by a similar method to other opti al bers: rst,

a set of pre ision manufa tured glass
s opi

essible parameter regimes.

apillaries and rods are sta ked into a ma ro-

preform of the desired mi ro-stru ture. This preform sta k is then fused

together and redu ed in size by several orders of magnitude in a ber-drawing tower.

2n

e

is related to the propagation onstant (Eq. 1.10) as β = k0 ne .
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D ~ 125 µm
SMF

d ~ 5 µm

LMA PCF

d ~ 20 µm

NL PCF

d ~ 2 µm

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.3: Stru ture of dierent types of opti al bers a
of propagation. Connement in the
(a), and on the photoni

ording to the prin iple

ore might be based on total internal ree tion

bandgap stru ture of the

n

ladding [9℄ (b).

n
SMF

1.46
1.45

HC PBF
1.45

LMA PCF

n eff

1.00
0.98

1.00

NL PCF
r

r

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.4: Index prole of bers where the propagation is based on total internal
ree tion (a), and on the photoni

bandgap stru ture of the

In this way, hundreds of kilometers of ber
of

∼1

m.
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ladding (b).

an be produ ed from a single preform

Figure 1.5: Photo of a super ontinuum generated in the visible wavelength region
by our Ti:sapphire laser.

1.3 Simulation of ber modes
Although some important properties of the guided modes in opti al bers

an be

qualitatively understood with the use of analyti al approa hes, the quantitative
analysis of PCFs generally requires rigorous numeri al methods [3℄. Several powerful fully ve torial te hniques have been re ently adapted to simulations of light
propagation in various

lasses of PCFs, in luding the plane wave expansion, the

nite element method (FEM), the expansion in lo alized fun tions, the multipole
te hnique, the sour e model te hnique, the nite dieren e time-domain method
et .

One of the most widely used and su

essful approa h is the FEM, whi h is

able to provide information on important parameters su h as mode eld intensity
proles, the dispersion parameters, and various types of losses in good agreement
with measurement data.
A simplied tool for

al ulating ber modes and the bandgap in Bragg bers is

the transfer matrix method (TMM). This method is valid for bers with
symmetry. Comparison of TMM and FEM

al ulations were

arried out as part of

an eort to nd e ient and reliable simulations for ber modes.
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ylindri al

1.3.1 The nite element method
The nite element method is a numeri al te hnique for nding approximate solutions
of partial dierential equations and integral equations.
To determine the transversal ber modes of a PCF, the propagation
and the ele tri

eld distributions of the guided modes are

onstants

al ulated from the

following generalized eigenvalue equations:

"

∇⊥ × ∇⊥ × −k02 n2 (~r) 0
0
0

where the eigenve tor
PCF

ross-se tion.

#"

~⊥
E
Ez

~ = [E
~ ⊥ , Ez ]
E

#

= −β 2

"

1
∇⊥
∇⊥ ∆ + k02 n2 (~r)

is the instantaneous ele tri

The eigenvalue is the mode propagation

#"

#

~⊥
E
Ez

,

(1.15)

eld ve tor in the
onstant,

β,

and

k0

is the wave number. It is assumed that the z and time dependen e of all elds is
exp[i(ωt

− βz)℄.

The basi

idea is to repla e the innite dimensional linear problem with a -

nite dimensional version. For this purpose one

hooses a grid or mesh to dis retize

the boundary value problem in a nite dimensional spa e,
appropriate geometri
linear elements.

boundary

onditions. The grid

After that, basis fun tions are

alled elements, for the

onsists of triangles or

hosen.

urvi-

After this step, we have

on rete formulae for a large but nite dimensional linear problem whose solution
will approximately solve the original boundary value problem. As the underlying
grid be omes ner and ner, the solution of the dis rete problem will

onverge to

the solution of the original boundary value problem.
In order to nd the eigenpairs of the above equation, an eigensolver su h as the
Arnoldi method and for solving the linear system of equations a solver su h as the
asymmetri
ber

multifrontal method

an be used. Using the spline representation of the

ross se tion as input data, a mesh for nite element

al ulations is generated

as seen in Fig. 1.6.
A typi al mesh in [3℄ is
on the stru ture) and the

omposed of

∼ 600000

triangular elements (depending

onvergen e test on the fundamental mode shows that the

al ulated value of the ee tive index is stable on the sixth de imal pla e.
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Figure 1.6: 2D mesh on a HC PBF for the FEM simulation (mesh is denser around
the obje t of interest) [3℄.

1.3.2 The transfer matrix method of Bragg bers
During our investigations of ber modes in PBFs, we made an eort to nd simpler and less time- onsuming simulation methods
ylindri al symmetry, i.e.

onsisting of

on entri

tive simulation method is dis ussed in [4℄,
This method is able to

ompared to FEM. For bers with
rings of diele tri

layers, an ee -

alled transfer matrix method (TMM).

al ulate the transversal eld distributions for a xed

β

value. As a veri ation of reliability the results on the in ident angle in a PBF with
ylindri al symmetry were
By

onsidering

expressed with

Ez ,

ompared by the two methods.

ylindri al
and

Hr

oordinates, the eld

and

EΘ

omponents

an be expressed with

Hz .

Helmholtz equation (Eq. 1.4) in homogeneous media for these

where

k=

the eld

Er

and

HΘ

an be

The solution of the
omponents are:

Ez = [AJl (kr) + BYl (kr)] cos(lΘ + φ)

(1.16)

Hz = [CJl (kr) + DYl (kr)] cos(lΘ + ψ),

(1.17)

p
ω 2 µε − β 2 ,

omponents

and for the fundamental mode

Ez , EΘ , Hz

and

HΘ

have to be

l = 0.

At the boundaries

ontinuous.

The boundary

A, B, C, D parameters. Considering
A = 1 and B = C = D = 0, as Y0 (r = 0) = −∞.

onditions lead to a matrix equation for the
TM mode, i.e.,
The

Hz = 0 in the

A, B, C, D

ore,

oe ients in the rst

ladding layer are

al ulated by the following

matrix produ t:



A1





1



 


 
 B1 
 = M −1 (k2 rc )M(k1 rc )  0 

 0 
 C 
 
 1 
D1
0
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(1.18)
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Figure 1.7: Comparison of the TMM and FEM

The

M

matri es

ontain terms with

Yo′ (ki r), with i = 1, 2 and r = rc
hold for all of the
the

M(ki ri )

Jo (ki r), Yo (kir),

the boundary of the

Ai , Bi , Ci , Di
where i indexes

ladding layers so the

M(ki+1 ri )

and

matri es,

The drawba k of this method is that to
essary to know
realisti ally

al ulation results on a HC PBF.

ore

Jo′ (ki r),

ore. Similar matrix equations
oe ients are determined by
the layer boundaries.

al ulate the eld distribution, it is ne -

k1 (or equivalently the Θ0 angle of in

onned in the

and their derivatives

3

iden e) . So the modes that are

an only be determined by the minimization of the

eld intensity in the outer layer, that

orresponds to energy loss of the propagating

mode.
In Fig. 1.7

al ulation results were shown on the hollow- ore Bragg photoni

bandgap ber stru ture, whi h was used for the simulation in Chapter 2, in a
dan e with Fig. 2.7. In the upper inset one

or-

an nd the refra tive index prole of

the Bragg ber. The lower inset shows mode eld intensity distributions

al ulated

at dierent wavelengths after the optimization of the angle of in iden e for maximal
onnement in the

ore.

It

an be seen, that at 500 nm, the eld is not zero in

the outer layer, thus the ber is lossy. The main plot shows the obtained angle of
in iden e as a fun tion of wavelength,
The loss of the ber

ould be

outer layer to the part, that is
the optimization
satisfying, we

3 The

ompared to results

al ulated by the FEM.

al ulated from the ratio of the eld leaking to the
onned by the

ladding.

However, as we found

ompli ated and the agreement with the results with FEM not

arried on with the simulations on ber modes by the FEM.

propagation onstant for the stru ture is β = nc k1 sin Θ0 = ni ki sin Θi−1 for ea h layer.
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1.4 Simulation of pulse propagation in ber lasers
Passively mode-lo ked ber lasers represent a dissipative nonlinear system. Their
theoreti al modeling is based on the Ginzburg-Landau equation (GLE) or extensions
like the Swift-Hohenberg equation, where the a tions within the
based in the assumption of small

avity are averaged

hanges during one round-trip [10℄. The solutions

are the stable attra tors that depend on the system parameters (e.g.
dispersion) rather than initial

net- avity

onditions. Beside the analyti al resear h based on

the GLE, a numeri al approa h of following the pulse inside a

avity by transmitting

it through ea h element has been developed [7℄. The numeri al modeling of ber
lasers based on a non-distributed model makes fewer assumptions, it allows large
pulse

hanges during one round-trip, and maintains the possibility of studying the

intra- avity pulse evolution.
Fiber lasers

onsist of a gain ber, a saturable absorber element (e.g. a saturable

absorber mirror) that is ne essary for initiating pulse formation and mode-lo king,
an output

oupler introdu ing some loss, dispersion

pair) and single-mode ber pie es.

These opti al

ompensation (e.g. a grating
omponents ae t the spe tral

and temporal prole of the envelope fun tion that propagates through them. For
simulating the pulse formation, an initial envelope fun tion is evolved through the
dierent opti al elements subsequently, in many round-trips, until the pulse shape
onverges to a stable solution. The initial envelope fun tion might be a Gaussian
or other type of pulse or a random eld distribution, both generated by giving a
ertain spe trum and adding an appropriate spe tral phase.
The opti al

omponents are taken into a

ount in the following way.

Single mode bers and the gain ber are des

ribed by the Nonlinear S hrödinger

equation (Eq. 1.8) and are numeri ally solved by the so- alled Split-step Fourier
method [1℄.

The gain (g ), used in the Nonlinear S

hrödinger equation follows a phenomenolog-

i al des ription for the saturation of the population inversion:

g=
g0

is the small signal gain (typi ally

g0
.
1 + E/Esat

∼ 30

dB/m),

(1.19)

E

and

Esat

are the pulse energy

and the saturation energy, respe tively. In the generation of ultrashort pulses the
bandwidth of the gain should be in luded. In Yb bers it is usually des ribed by
a paraboli

frequen y dependen e around 1.03

µm,

with 40 nm FWHM. Spe tral

ltering by other elements may also be in luded in the model, similarly.

The dispersion ompensation is implemented as a phase shift in Fourier spa
20

e.

A

ording to the dispersion term in Eq. 1.8, Se tion 1.1, it

A(z, ω) = A(0, ω) · exp(iβ(ω)z).

The dispersion

an be written as

oe ients are in luded in

β(ω)

(see Eg. 1.10).

The saturable absorber (mirror) is modelled by a transmittan
R)

e,

T

(/ree tan e,

given by the following equations.



T = 1 − R;
The realisti

R = Runsat + Rsat · 1 −

1
1 + Pinst /Psat



.

(1.20)

nite response time of the absorber is negle ted as it is assumed to be

mu h lower than the pulse duration. For low power signals, when the saturable absorber is unsaturated, it introdu es loss i.e., the unsaturated loss,

Runsat .

emerging from quantum noise, the loss is redu ed, proportionally to
and

Psat

For pulses,

Pinst /Psat . Pinst

are the instantaneous power of the pulse, and the saturation power, respe -

tively, with

Pinst = |A|2 .

After several round-trips in the resonator with gain, the

pulse saturates the absorber. The transmission

urve is maximal at the peak of the

pulse and introdu es higher loss at the edges, resulting in pulse shaping known as

self-amplitude modulation.
Varying the simulation parameters leads to dierent pulse formation me hanisms. Investigations in [7℄ show that by

hanging

Esat

and the net- avity dispersion

(GDDnet ) may result in dierent mode-lo king regimes (see Se tion 4.2 for an explanation on mode-lo king regimes). For a lower value of
show the

hara teristi s of the stret hed-pulse regime.

parameters the resulting pulse has paraboli
(linear

hirp,

Esat

and GDDnet the pulses

For higher values of both

shape and paraboli

spe tral phase

onstant GVD) implying self-similar mode-lo king.

The intra- avity pulse evolution in the above regimes are shown in Fig. 1.8. The
horizontal axis represents small spatial segments of the
shape of the pulse is

hara terized. The temporal intensity distributions are plotted

along the verti al axis en oded by
For

Esat = 100

avity in whi h the temporal

pJ, GDDnet

olors (red shows high, blue shows low intensity).

= −0.002

ps

2

the pulse width has two minimum points

during the roundtrip in the resonator, whi h is typi al for stret hed-pulse modelo king. In

ontrast,

Esat = 400

minimum point, whi h is the

pJ and GDDnet

= 0.0045

2

ps

results in only one

ase in similariton lasers.

1.5 Auto orrelation measurement
The most

ommon te hnique for

hara terizing ultrashort laser pulses is the mea-

surement of the auto orrelation (AC) fun tion. The auto orrelation measurement
is usually based on a nonlinear pro ess su h as se ond-harmoni

21

generation.

In

(a)

(b)

Esat = 100 pJ, GDDnet = −0.002 ps2 ,
2
hed pulse laser (b) Esat = 400 pJ and GDDnet = 0.0045 ps , typi al

Figure 1.8: Intra- avity pulse evolution for (a)

typi al for a stret
for a similariton laser. Yb F, DC, and SMF denote Yb ber, dispersion ompensation
and single mode bers, respe tively, i.e. the omponents in the avity. The saturable
absorber and the resonator losses are pla ed between the Yb F and DC, whi h an
be identied as an intensity redu tion in the graph. (The results are in a ordan e
with [7℄.)

this

ase it is referred to as a se ond-order auto orrelation measurement [8℄. In this

method the pulse is divided by a beam splitter and the two beams are sent through a
nonlinear rystal with variable delay (τ ) between the two beams. A se ond-harmoni
signal is generated in the
harmoni

rystal when the two pulses overlap. Measuring the se ond-

power as a fun tion of time delay produ es the AC tra e. The width of

this tra e is related to the pulse duration, however, the exa t relationship depends
on the pulse shape.
The se ond-order interferometri
dete tor is:

IAC (τ ) =
In the

Z

auto orrelation fun tion, re orded by a slow

∞

−∞

|(E(t) + E(t − τ ))2 |2 dt.

(1.21)

ase of the phase being averaged over time, the signal re orded by a slow

dete tor is the se ond-order intensity auto orrelation fun tion:

IAC (τ ) =

Z

∞
−∞

I(t) · I(t − τ )dt.

The peak to ba kground ratio in the interferometri
tions are 8:1 and 3:1, respe tively.
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(1.22)

and the intensity auto orrela-

2 Design of leaking mode free hollow- ore
photoni bandgap bers
In this thesis a method for the proper design of photoni
tri

bandgap diele -

stru tures used at grazing in iden e is proposed [T1℄. The theory is

based on the one-dimensional (1D) multilayer design (see Se tion 2.1).
Dierent designs of one-dimensional photoni
tures are

ompared, and as a result, diele tri

bandgap diele tri

stru -

laser mirrors are suggested

to be used at grazing in iden e (see Se tion 2.2). The model is extended
to two-dimensional (2D) photoni

bandgap diele tri

plied to all-sili a hollow- ore Bragg photoni
PBFs).

stru tures and ap-

bandgap bers (HC Bragg

The prin iples of the elimination of leaking modes in realisti

HC Bragg PBFs are des ribed in Se tion 2.3. The results are

ompared

to simulations done by the nite element method, that takes the realisti

2D

ross-se tional stru ture into a

implies, that the 1D model is
design of su h bers. The

ount. The qualitative agreement

apable of giving estimates for the ideal

on lusion is drawn is Se tion 2.4.

2.1 Theory of one-dimensional multilayer design
The behavior of photoni

bandgap stru tures

an be understood by regarding the

partial waves ree ted from the surfa es of the stru ture that add up to interfere
[11℄. For this, two kinds of phase shifts are

onsidered. One of them dire tly

from the wavelength (λ) dependen e of the refra tive index (n) and
as

Φ(λ) = n(λ) · L · 2π/λ,

where

L

an be

omes

al ulated

is the physi al path length in the homogeneous

media. The other kind of phase shift is on ree tion and transmission on the surfa e
of two media with dierent refra tive indi es. These are obtained by the Fresnelformulae for ree tion (r ) and transmission (t)
where
and

P

Θin , Θr , Θt
and

S

oe ients (see Equations (2.1-2.4))

are the in ident, ree tion and transmission angles, respe tively,

stand for the two polarizations. The phase shifts

an be

al ulated as

the ar -tangent of the ratio of the imaginary and the real parts of the square root
√
ℑ( r)
of the Fresnel- oe ients (Φr = arctan( √ ) and the same holds for t).
ℜ( r)

n1 cos(Θt ) − n2 cos(Θin )
n1 cos(Θt ) + n2 cos(Θin )
n1 cos(Θin ) − n2 cos(Θt )
=
n1 cos(Θin ) + n2 cos(Θt )
2 sin(Θt ) cos(Θin )
=
sin(Θin + Θt ) cos(Θin − Θt )
2 sin(Θt ) cos(Θin )
=
sin(Θin + Θt )

rP =

(2.1)

rS

(2.2)

tP
tS

Considering the interfa e between air (n1
ree tion and transmission

= 1.0)

oe ients and phase

(2.3)

(2.4)

and sili a (n2

≈ 1.45),

the

hanges are plotted as a fun tion

of the in ident angle in Figure 2.1.
One

an see that when light is in ident at small angles all the phase

hanges on

Φr,t = 0 or π . The only distin t region is
higher index region (n2 ) to the lower index one (n1 )

ree tion as well as transmission are either
when light propagates from the
and

Θin

is high. One may assume that this is the

angle is typi ally above

∼ 86

◦

. In

ontrary, a

ase in PBGFs, where the in ident

ording to Snell's law

4 the refra ted

angle (of a medium with higher refra tive index than that of the in iden e medium)
never rea hes the

riti al angle for total internal ree tion (TIR) above whi h the

phases would rapidly

hange.

In order to investigate dierent types of multilayer stru tures the relative phase
shifts of the partial waves ree ted from dierent penetration depths were

al ulated

4 n sin(Θ ) = n sin(Θ ) = n sin(Θ ), where Θ , Θ and Θ are the angles of refra tion in
0
1
1
2
2
2
in
in 1
the n0 = 1.0, n1 = 1.45 and n2 ≥ 1.0 layers, respe tively. The riti al angle for TIR ould only be
ex eeded in a stru ture where n1 > n0 > n2 .
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Figure 2.1:

80

(b)
Phase change on transmission

Intensity transmission coefficient

(a)

0.6

60

Angle of incidence

Angle of incidence

1

2

3

(d)

(a) Ree tion and ( ) transmission

oe ients, (b) phase

hange on

ree tion and (d) phase hange on transmission at an interfa e. Bla k and red lines
refer to an interfa e where propagation is from the n1 to the n2 medium and blue
and magenta lines refer to the opposite dire tion. Furthermore, bla k and blue lines
refer to P polarization while red and magenta refer to S polarization.

along the ree ted wavefront. These

al ulations were

that mimi the 2D HC Bragg photoni

arried out on the stru tures

bandgap bers, see Se tion 2.3, Fig. 2.8. The

results give an insight of the origin of the dierent ree tion bands for the slightly
diering multilayer stru tures.
A short review is given in the following se tion of a more

ompli ated and ex-

tensively used des ription of the behavior of multilayer stru tures, that is used for
e.g.

the

al ulation of the ree tion band and dispersion prole of diele tri

rors. The results of 1D simulations in Se tion 2.2 and 2.3 are

mir-

al ulated with this

method.

2.1.1 Simulation of diele tri multilayer stru tures
The simulation of diele tri

multilayer stru tures is based on the theory of thin lm

interferen e lters, to be read in [11℄.
First, a thin, plane parallel lm

overing a substrate is investigated, as shown in

Fig. 2.2. In this arrangement a number of beams will be produ ed by the su
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Figure 2.2: Plane wave entering a thin lm

ree tions on the surfa es. Considering plane waves the boundary
to the following relationship for the tangential
and magneti

(H) waves.

omponents

E, H

onditions lead

of the ele tri

(E )

Starting from boundary b the waves at boundary a

an be expressed from the summation of waves propagating towards and ba kwards
from the substrate and by adding the appropriate phase fa tors.

Ea
Ha
The phase fa tor a

!

=

"

cos δ
i · sin δ/η
i · sin δ · η
cos δ

#

Eb
Hb

!

(2.5)

ounting for the propagation in the thin lm is:

δ=

2π
dN cos Θ,
λ

(2.6)

η , the opti al admittan e is introdu ed to des ribe the relationship between E and H. For P waves the eld ve tors'
omponents parallel to the boundary are Hy and Ex and for the S waves they are Ey
and Hx . From the Maxwell-equations ontaining the url of E and H the following
and the following further quantities are used.

is dedu ed:
(2.7)

ηs

(2.8)

= (ε0 /µ0 )1/2 = 2.6544 · 10−3 S,

Y
where

µ

N = n − ik

is the

is the permeability,

lm).

ε0 ,

Y

N
Hy
=
= N · Y / cos Θ
Ex
cµ cos(Θ)
Hx
=
= N · Y · cos Θ
Ey

ηp =

Θ

omplex refra tive index,

c

(2.9)

is the speed of light in va uum,

is the refra tion angle in the medium (here in the thin

is the opti al admittan e of free spa e involving

µ0

and the permittivity,

in free spa e and we take the assumption that the relative permeability is unity

at opti al frequen ies (µr

= µ/µ0 ≈ 1).
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For the later

al ulations on thin lms it is useful to introdu e

the ratio of the ele tri
stru ture, and

and magneti

eld

Y = Ha /Ea ,

omponents at surfa e of the (multi)layer

η2 = Hb /Eb as the modied admittan

e of the substrate and

η1 denote

the modied admittan e of the thin lm layer thus write Eq. (2.5) in the form

Ea

"

1
Y

An assembly of layers

#

=

"

cos δ
i · sin δ/η1
i · sin δ · η1
cos δ

#"

1
η2

#

Eb

an then be des ribed by the produ t of su

(2.10)

essive matri es,

in an order starting from the substrate towards the in ident medium.

"

B
C

#

=

q
Y
r=1

"

cos δr
i · sin δr /ηr
i · sin δr · ηr
cos δr

#"

1
ηm

#

(2.11)

r = 1 . . . q"is the
# index of the layers, and m refers to the substrate layer. The
B
matrix produ t
is the hara teristi matrix of the assembly and Y = B/C .
C
Θr are determined by Snell's law (N0 sin Θ0 ) = Nr sin Θr (λ)) and δr are a ording
where

to Eq. (2.6) using the parameters of the appropriate layers.
The physi al quantities that are

al ulated are e.g. the ree tion, transmission,

(absorption), phase delay and by derivations the group delay dispersion
tion of wavelength (λ) and possibly angle of in iden e et .

5 see

Se tion 1.1 for the denition of GDD
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5 as a fun -

2.2 Analysis of one-dimensional stru tures
2.2.1 Motivation

Multilayer (ML) stru tures designed on the basis of the Bragg

ondition are exten-

sively used as high ree tors for neutrons and ele tromagneti

waves. While su h

mirrors are usually designed for normal in iden e for most of the ele tromagneti
spe trum, for neutrons and X-rays they are designed to be used at grazing in iden e
for the following reason.

The refra tive index dieren e between the alternating

layers in these wavelength regions is relatively low and it
ree tan e in a meaningful bandwidth

an only be obtained at a high value of an-

gle of in iden e [11℄. Typi ally multilayers are
they are used at

85 − 90◦

an be shown that high

angle of in iden e (1

omposed of Ni/Ti and Mo/Si and

− 5◦

and

< 1◦

a

ording to their

onventional notations) for neutrons and X-rays, respe tively.
A te hnique to further in rease the bandwidth of grazing in iden e neutron and
X-ray mirrors is  hirping i.e. properly varying the Bragg period of the multilayer
stru ture [12℄.

This method has also been su

ultrabroadband diele tri

essfully applied in the design of

mirrors,  used at normal in iden e  for broadly tunable

and ultrashort pulse femtose ond systems [13, 14℄.
Interestingly, grazing in iden e quarter-wave diele tri
plied in the

mirrors have not been ap-

onstru tion of laser resonators yet, despite the fa t that the bandwidth

of su h mirrors is

onsiderably higher than for normal in iden e ones (this refers

to S-polarized light only). The use of grazing in iden e diele tri
of ultrabroadband

hirped mirrors

ould be desirable in some appli ations be ause

of the following reasons: (i) grazing in iden e diele tri
number of layers than

mirrors instead

mirrors require mu h lower

hirped mirrors to rea h the same ree tivity (this might be

advantageous in the near IR regime where the physi al thi kness of the layers is
relatively high) and (ii) periodi

grazing in iden e stru tures have a smooth group

delay dispersion (GDD) fun tion, free from os illations and (iii) periodi
iden e mirrors exhibit mu h lower group delay upon ree tion,
exhibit

grazing in-

onsequently they

onsiderably lower absorption and s attering loss as well [15℄. As a matter of

fa t, the bandwidth of periodi
that of normal in iden e
However, besides the

grazing in iden e diele tri

mirrors is

hirped mirrors built of the same diele tri

onstrains on the

ould be that they do not provide
is preferred in mirror dispersion

omparable to

layer materials.

avity geometry a disadvantage of the former

onsiderable negative GDD upon ree tion that

ontrolled laser systems [16℄.
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2.2.2 Design of grazing in iden e diele tri mirrors
Periodi

diele tri

stru tures exhibit a photoni

bandgap when the beams partially

ree ted on the layer interfa es meet in phase upon ree tion (Bragg
ase of two valued periodi

ondition). In

index proles, the highest ree tivity and the highest

bandwidth is obtained when the alternating high (H) and low (L) index diele tri
layers have quarter-wave opti al thi knesses [11, 15℄. However, the full bandwidth
oered by broadband solid state gain media su h as Ti:sapphire
until properly designed aperiodi

diele tri

mirrors known as

devised [13, 14, 16℄. They provide a higher bandwidth
diele tri

ould not be utilized
hirped mirrors were

ompared to quarter-wave

mirrors, a smooth, engineerable dispersion prole with anomalous disper-

sion over most of the bandwidth, whi h allowed

onstru tion of mirror dispersion

ontrolled femtose ond pulse solid state laser os illators delivering sub-10-fs pulses
dire tly at the laser output [16℄. In all of these appli ations, the diele tri

mirrors

were used at nearly normal in iden e of light. In the followings we show that similarly high bandwidth and a smooth dispersion prole
diele tri

an be obtained when periodi

mirrors are used for grazing in iden e of light.

Generally, at oblique in iden e, there are two fa ts that have to be
at the design stage: rst, the opti al thi kness of the layers have to be
the

onsidered
orre ted by

osine of the angle of refra tion in the given layer, whi h pra ti ally introdu es

a blue shift of the ree tion band, se ondly, the refra tive index dieren e between
the layers and the polarization of the ele tromagneti

wave (S- or P-polarization)

determine the useful bandwidth of quarter-wave high ree tors.
In order to
have

ompare the opti al performan e of dierent multilayer designs, we

al ulated the ree tivity, the group delay, and the GDD as a fun tion of

wavelength of the following stru tures. A periodi
of layer pairs (with

nH = 2.315

and

multilayer stru ture of 24 periods

nL = 1.45

refra tive indi es) was designed

for normal in iden e light obeying the quarter-wave
entral wavelength (see Fig. 2.3 (a)), resulting in a
similar stru ture was

hirped and optimized in Ref.

bandgap and smooth the dispersion fun tion of the

ondition, for

∼ 230

λ0 = 790

nm wide bandgap.

nm
A

[13℄ in order to broaden the

hirped stru ture. This resulted

in an extended ree tion band ranging from 660 to 1060 nm (R>

99%)

and a

monotonous group delay vs wavelength fun tion with some os illations in the GDD
(see Fig. 2.3 (b)). Another periodi ML stru ture with similar parameters is designed

◦
for grazing in iden e (80 ) S-polarized light. In this

ase the bandgap extends over

the 660 to 1000 nm wavelength range with a smooth dispersion prole
in the middle of the bandgap (see Fig. 2.3 ( )).
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Figure 2.3: (a) Ree tivity and group delay as a fun tion of wavelength for a periodi
multilayer stru ture designed for normal in iden e, (b) for a

hirped ML stru ture

designed for normal in iden e and ( ) for a periodi ML stru ture designed for
grazing in iden e, S-polarization. Group delay dispersion vs wavelength fun tions
are shown in the insets.
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2.2.3 Appli ations
The above dis ussions show that periodi
alternative of

grazing in iden e mirrors

ould be an

hirped mirrors in broadband or broadly tunable ultrafast lasers. For

example, femtose ond pulse opti al parametri

os illators

mirrors in a ring os illator arrangement [17℄. In this
are designed for a
the above des ribed

ould be based on su h

ase it is ne essary that mirrors

ertain angle of in iden e that add up to

80

◦

360◦ .

For instan e,

mirrors would require an 18-mirror setup. Another possible

appli ation of grazing in iden e diele tri mirrors ould be their use in ring os illators
based on the mi ro-disk analogy [18℄.
It has to be pointed out, that the advantage of
periodi

onsidering grazing in iden e

mirrors as an alternative of normal in iden e

hirped mirrors is not only

their low and smooth dispersion prole but also the ease of their design and manufa turing.
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Figure 2.4: S anning ele tron mi ros ope image of the
Bragg photoni bandgap ber [21℄.

ross-se tion of a hollow- ore

2.3 Design of HC Bragg PBFs
2.3.1 Introdu tion

Another eld of opti s where grazing in iden e diele tri
of photoni

stru tures are used is that

bandgap bers, espe ially all-sili a hollow- ore photoni

bandgap bers,

in whi h the light is guided in air in order to avoid nonlinear ee ts [19, 20℄. These
bers exhibit anomalous dispersion in most of the bandgap that makes them an
attra tive

andidate for dispersion

ompensation in all-ber setups. In the present

work, our primary goal was to solve the problem of the so- alled leaking modes
that

ould be responsible for resonant losses in HC PBFs, namely in HC all-sili a

Bragg PBFs [21℄.
their nearly

These bers

an be

ylindri al symmetry that

Deviation from the ideal stru ture is

onsidered as Bragg bers [4℄ be ause of
ontains

on entri

aused by the sili a struts that are ne essary

to set the spa ing between the sili a layers, see Fig. 2.4.
leaking modes have

−

layers of sili a and air.

to our knowledge

−

Attempts to eliminate

only been done by numeri al models,

investigating the ee ts of dierent stru tural parameters by manual optimization
[22℄, until now.
We found that two kinds of loss me hanisms

an be distinguished for HC Bragg

PBFs. While leaking modes are due to the high standing wave eld in the air spa er
layers and

an be removed by

orre t design of the stru ture (see optimization

e.g. [22℄), surfa e modes still appear in the sili a struts due to symmetry
and

an only be des ribed by

on erns

ompli ated full-ve torial models [23, 24℄. We realised

that leaking modes originate in the index rising ee t of the sili a struts, that in-
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rease the ee tive refra tive index of the air
few per ent

hange

alls for

ladding regions above unity, and this

onsiderable modi ation of the optimal layer thi kness

values. By proper design, however, the mode anti- rossing events (that
ing loss and segment the bandgap to many smaller ones)
stru tures exhibiting an ultrabroad bandgap

an be

ause leak-

an be avoided and thus

onstru ted.

2.3.2 Analysis of leaking modes in HC Bragg PBFs
As an approximation, photoni

bandgap bers

an be regarded as 2D diele tri

high ree tors, in whi h light propagates at grazing in iden e. The
in iden e,

neff (λ)

Θ0 ,

riti al angle of

an be derived from the real part (ℜ) of the ee tive refra tive index

of the ber stru ture using Eq. (2.12). We must note that the

riti al angle

of in iden e is the lowest value of in ident angle for whi h the light is guided. A
PBF designed for this value of angle of in iden e will result in a bandgap shifted
towards the longer wavelengths

ompared to the

ase when the design is optimized

for the mean value of the in ident angle. This fa t explains the wavelength mismat h
between the 1D and FEM

al ulations shown in the last se tion (see Fig. 2.9 (a)

and (b)).

Θ0 = arcsin(ℜ(neff )).
Similarly to standard quarter-wave diele tri
resonan e free, i.e.

λ0

ni

λ/4

ondition designed for oblique angle of

entral wavelength:

PTi =
where

high ree tors, in order to obtain

leaking mode free designs physi al thi knesses (PTi ) of the

ladding layers (i) should meet the
in iden e and

(2.12)

λ0
1
,
4 ni cos(Θi )

are the refra tive indi es of the dierent layers and

angles, whi h values are

(2.13)

Θi

are the refra tion

al ulated by Snell's law.

During investigations on HC Bragg PBFs, we found that the ee t of this equation is striking. HC Bragg PBFs

onsist of sili a and air layers serving as the high

and low index layers, respe tively. To set the spa ing between the sili a layers, sili a
struts (support bridges) are added. As we realized, the few per ent
refra tive index

hange in the

aused by the support bridges in the air layers dramati ally hanges

physi al layer thi kness of the

orresponding air layer that meets the quarter-wave

ondition. As our following simulation results show, negle ting this slight modiation of the ee tive refra tive index results in interfa e-mode anti- rossing events
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whi h segment the bandgap to many smaller ones and dramati ally redu e the usable bandwidth. However,

hoosing the physi al layer thi knesses properly, we

an

easily eliminate these leaking modes. In our simulations, the index-rising ee t of
the support bridges (thi kness
rst estimated to be

∼ 0.02,

∼ 50

nm to design a physi ally realizable ber) was

resulting in a low index layer (nL ) of 1.02. It has to be

mentioned that this value is just an upper estimate for the index rising ee t, that
we

onsidered, pra ti ally

nL ≈ 1.005 was

al ulated on the basis of geometri al sil-

i a fra tion in the air spa er layer as dis ussed in Se tion 2.3.4. The physi s behind
the sensitivity to

nL

and the angle of in iden e in terms of refra tion angle and thus

physi al thi kness of a quarter-wave layer that has a refra tive index very

lose to

unity is similar to the mirage ee t at grazing in iden e of light [25℄.
First of all, we investigate the ee t of the sili a struts on the physi al thi kness
values of the air spa er layers using Eq. (2.13) as the fun tion of the ee tive
refra tive index of the low index layer, that is slightly higher than 1 (see Fig. 2.5 (a)).
ase of innitely thin sili a struts (nL

In

= 1.0),

the spa ing between the

on entri

µm in order to meet the quarter-wave ondition
(1 µm) of the bandgap. It has to be pointed out

fused sili a rings has to be set to 3.6
at our desired

entral wavelength

that this thi kness value also depends on the angle of in iden e. We have
parameter to be

86

◦

for our

al ulations a

hosen this

ording to our FEM simulation results (see

later). Sin e the ee tive index of diele tri

waveguides su h as our HC Bragg PBFs

slightly varies with the wavelength (dispersion), the angle of in iden e should be
re al ulated at ea h wavelength. We found, however, that this ee t does not ae t
onsiderably the width of the bandgap, and it does not result in new leaking modes
harming the bandgap. For
to be redu ed
at around 1
this

nL ≈ 1.02,

the spa ing between the fused sili a rings has

onsiderably: the optimal spa ing resulting in the widest bandgap

µm

is

∼ 1.2 µm

(note for the modi ation of the refra tion angle in

ladding layer). Evidently, negle ting the small index rising ee t of the fused

sili a struts during the design of su h stru tures results in higher order bandgaps
or leaking modes at around the
support bridges
but this

enter of the bandgap. In rease in the thi kness of

alls for further redu tion in the spa ing of the fused sili a rings,

hange is not so dramati

when the thi kness is higher (nL

> 1.02).

Another striking ee t of the support bridges is demonstrated in the same gure
(Fig. 2.5 (a), right axis): in spite of the minor modi ation in the ee tive refra tive
index of the air spa er layers (from
bandwidth (∆ω ) is

nL = 1.0

onsiderably redu

nL = 1.02), the available maximum
−1
−1
ed from > 1.7 fs
to 1.2 fs
at around 1 µm,
to

when the physi al thi kness values of the air spa er layers are properly set to meet
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(a) Computed physi al thi kness of the low index layer (PTL ) as a
fun tion of the layer index (nL ) when meeting the λ/4 ondition at an angle of
◦
in iden e Θ0 = 86 , and omputed bandwidth (∆ω ) of the bandgap as a fun tion
of nL when nH = 1.45 (P polarized light). (b) Computed modi ation fa tor of
the opti al thi kness of dierent refra tive index layers as a fun tion of the in ident
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Figure 2.5:

the quarter-wave

ondition requirement.

This is in agreement with the results in

Se tion 2.2.
In
by the

ase of hollow- ore bers the modi ation fa tor of the opti al thi kness (OT)
osine of the angle of in iden e (1/ cos(ΘL )) is shown in Fig. 2.5 (b).

As

the angle of in iden e in reases, the opti al thi kness fullling the quarter-wave
ondition gets higher.

However, this ee t gets extremely high as the refra tive

index of the low index layer approa hes 1 (note for the logarithmi
gure) whi h is the

s ale in the

ase of support bridges used in HC Bragg PBFs, and analogous

to the appearan e of mirages

lose to the horizon.

Our present investigations suggest that in order to preserve high bandwidth of
hollow- ore all-sili a Bragg bers, designs

omprising a small number of very thin

fused sili a struts should be preferred. In the following studies, we use 12 pie es of
support bridges in the spa er layers and their thi kness is
is realisti

hosen to be 50 nm whi h

to be manufa tured.

2.3.3 One-dimensional simulations of HC Bragg PBFs
Our aim was to design a stru ture
band-gap guidan e around 1

µm

onsisting of 3 sili a-air layers whi h support

without the leaking modes. It is known that the

leaking modes appear in the band-gap due to the support bridges in the air layers
whi h

ause a small refra tive index in rease. That leads to phase

hanges by the

in reased opti al path length in the air layers. Until now attemps on solving this
problem were by

hanging layer thi knesses in small steps
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reating transmission

maps

al ulated by FEM whi h is very time- onsuming and inee tive in designing

HC bers.
Our stru ture
ness

di

onsists of a 6

µm

and of air with thi kness

ore and alternating layers of sili a with thi k-

Li , i = 1, 2, 3

thi knesses of the layers should be

hosen a

(see Figure 2.6).

The physi al

ording to the relevant phaseshifts.
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Figure 2.6: Stru ture of the

ladding

2.3.4 Results of the one- and two-dimensional simulations of HC Bragg
PBFs
In our numeri al examples, designs

omprising 3 sili a-air layer pairs are presented

(see Fig. 2.7 (a), and Fig. 2.7 (b) for a 1D equivalent and the 2D ber stru ture,
respe tively) whi h support bandgap guidan e around 1

µm.

In order to estimate the index rising ee t of the sili a struts reasonably we
applied an approximate formula (Eq. (2.15)) for the air layer thi knesses instead of
Eq. (2.13) that takes the sili a lling fra tion of the given layers into a
The formula

Θi

an be dedu ed by

have large values,

2

1 − sin (α)/2.

where

i

a

ns

is small and thus

From Snell's law we obtain the following:

For the index dieren e in layer

Θ0 and
p
cos(α) = 1 − sin2 (α) ≈

onsidering that for grazing in iden e,

α = π/2 − Θ
sin2 αi =

sin2 α0 + 2(ni − 1)
(2.14)
ni
i we might substitute ni − 1 = SFFi · (ns − 1)

is the refra tive index of sili a and SFFi is the sili a lling fra tion of layer

ording to its

ross-se tional geometri al fra tion. The approximate formula for

the physi al layer thi knesses obtained from Eq. (2.13), Eq. (2.14) and

sin(αi )

ount.

cos(Θi ) =

is:

PT′ i =

λ0 1
1
,
√ p
4 ni cos2 Θ0 + 2SFFi · (ns − 1)
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(2.15)

n

d

d

1.450

t

d

d

R

R

L1

L2

L

L3

1.005
1.000
0.998

neff
r

PML

air

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.7: (a) Refra tive index (n) prole of the 1D equivalent of the ber, with
respe t to the distan e from the

enter of the ber (r).

The obtained ee tive

refra tive index of the ladding stru ture is shown with a light blue line. (b) Crossse tion of the HC Bragg PBF used in our FEM simulations.

where it is to be pointed out that both quantities in the square root in the last
denominator are small values

ausing the main modi ation on the layer thi kness.

After an initial guess for the refra tive indi es of air layers (nL
values and thus the

orresponding ber stru ture (PTi ) are

= 1.02),

Θi

al ulated. From the

obtained stru ture the sili a lling fra tions of the air spa er layers are
whi h values are further used to

the

al ulated

al ulate the physi al thi knesses of the layers by

′
Eq. (2.15). After a few steps of iterating the PTi and SFFi values we obtain a ber
stru ture that exhibits an even wider bandgap than that of the initial guess.
1D simulation results are shown in Fig. 2.8 and the ree tion

urves,

orrespond-

ing to the transmission of the ber are summarized in 2.9 (a). The ideal design in
whi h the support bridges in the air spa er layers

−

are negle ted exhibits a very wide bandgap.

− and

thus the index-rising ee t

The ree tion and dispersion are

shown in Fig. 2.8 (a) (and the transmission of su h idealisti

ber is plotted with

nL = 1.00, PTL = λ0 /4/ cos(Θ0 ) = 3.584 µm,
= λ0 /4/nH / cos(ΘH ) = 0.237 µm, Θ0 = 86◦ ( orresponding to

bla k dashed line in Fig. 2.9). Here,

nH = 1.45,

PTH

neff,0 = 0.9976,
the phasefront
fa es are

using Eq. (2.12)).

The relative phases in dierent positions of

ontributing to the partial waves ree ted from the dierent sur-

al ulated at three dierent wavelength values. At the

entral wavelength

the partial waves are exa tly in phase and at other wavelength values the relative
phaseshift between them is a
are plotted in Fig. 2.8 (b).
taken into a
PTL

onstant, as it is expe ted. The relative phase shifts
When the small index-rising ee t of sili a struts is

ount but the spa er thi kness is not

= 3.584 µm),

orre ted for it (nL

leaking modes destroy the bandgap.

and

It is to be noted that

from the pra ti al point of view the problem is only partially
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= 1.02

aused by the narrow
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Figure 2.8: Computed ree tion and orresponding group-delay dispersion as a fun tion of wavelength for photoni bandgap stru tures of the following designs: (a)

nL = 1.00 and P TL = λo /4/ cos(Θ0 ) = 3.584 µm exhibiting a very wide band-gap,
( ) nL = 1.02 and dL = 3.584 µm with the leaking modes destroying the band-gap,
(e) nL = 1.02 and dL = λo /4/1.02/ cos(Θ2 ) = 1.175 µm restoring the band-gap
to some degree. (b),(d) and (f ) are the relative phases in dierent positions of a
wavefront ontributing to the partial waves ree ted from the dierent surfa es at
three dierent wavelength values, see Fig. 2.6.

bandgap.

The other problem is the dispersion

urve whi h is extremely varying

even inside of the redu ed bandgap regions. This

an be observed in Fig. 2.8 ( )

(blue dotted line in Fig. 2.9). The origin of the resonan es lies in the relative phase
shifts, shown in Fig. 2.8 (d). There is a small variation in the phases at 1
it be omes extremely large as moving to further frequen ies (at 0.8
tion is signi antly higher than at 1.2

µm).
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µm

µm,

and

the varia-

This is the reason why these

urves

are plotted with the wavelength axis equidistant in frequen y values. The
quarter-wave design (nL

= 1.02

and PTL

orre ted

= λ0 /4/1.02/ cos(ΘL ) = 1.175 µm)

ex-

hibits a broad bandgap free of leaking modes (see Fig. 2.8 (e), and red solid line
in Fig. 2.9), however, the bandwidth is redu ed
agreement with Fig. 2.5 (a).
(f )) to similar

ompared to the ideal

ase, in

The phase relation is restored as well (see Fig. 2.8

hara teristi s as it was to be seen in Fig. 2.8 (a).

Furthermore,

the approximate quarter-wave design with iteration parameters for the stru ture

= 1.006, nL2 = 1.005, nL3 = 1.0042, PT′L1 = 1.922 µm, PT′L2 = 2.051 µm,

(nL1

PT′L3 = 2.159 µm) further broadens the bandgap implying the ne essity for estimating nLi appropriately (green line in Fig. 2.9, iterated stru ture).
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Figure 2.9: (a) 1D

2.2

(b)

omputation results for transmission of the multilayer stru ture

( orresponding to the loss of the ber) as a fun tion of wavelength for stru tures
of the following designs: nL = 1.00 and PTL = 3.58 m ideal stru ture without
sili a struts (bla k dashed line), nL = 1.02 and PTL = 3.58
m leaking modes

µ

µ

nL = 1.02 and PTL = 1.18 µm orre ted λ/4 stru ture (red solid
= 1.006, 1.005, 1.004 and PTLi = 1.92, 2.05, 2.16 µm, respe tively: iterated

(blue dotted line),

nLi
hirped stru ture (green solid line) and (b) orresponding FEM results in luding the
homogenized iterated hirped stru ture with neff,i values instead of the sili a struts

line),

(light blue narrow dash dotted line). Points in the graph marked with
to dierent mode eld distributions shown in Fig. 2.10.

Corresponding FEM
simulation was

al ulation results are shown in Fig. 2.9 (b).

arried out on a ber stru ture

onsisting of a 6

µm

ir les refer

The FEM
ore (R), 3

alternating layers of sili a and air (with layer thi kness d and L, respe tively), and
12 sili a struts of 50 nm thi kness (t) in ea h air layer (see Fig. 2.7 (b)) ex ept for
the ideal

ase when sili a struts are negle ted (dashed line). The properly designed

stru ture (red solid line) is free of leaking modes ( ompare to blue dotted line),
however some perturbation due to still existing surfa e modes

an be observed. The

iterated stru ture (green dotted line), that normally further broadens the bandgap
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has  in our

ase  signi ant surfa e modes that segment the bandgap to narrower

transmission windows.

The

omparison with the same iterated stru ture but of

ylindri al symmetry is shown by a narrow dash dotted blue line in whi h the air
spa er layers with sili a struts are repla ed by the

orresponding

neff,i

values. This

omparison shows that the 1D simulation results are in agreement with the 2D FEM
results in
in this

ase of bers with

ylindri al symmetry, and that the signi ant loss peaks

ase are due to surfa e modes

aused by the symmetry breaking in

ontrast

to leaking modes that are due to the in orre t design. The dieren e between the
two loss me hanisms
by FEM. For

an also be observed on the mode distributions

al ulated

omparison, typi al mode distributions are shown in Fig. 2.10 for the

fundamental mode (a), the leaking mode with in reased eld between the sili a layers
(b), and the surfa e mode with the eld
fundamental mode was

al ulated at 1000 nm wavelength on the iterated stru ture,

orresponding to the green

urve in Fig. 2.9, the leaking mode was

1150 nm, on the leaking stru ture,
the surfa e mode was
to the green

orresponding to the blue

al ulated at

urve in Fig. 2.9 and

al ulated at 838 nm, on the iterated stru ture

orresponding

urve, as well.

It is to be mentioned that the
be done a

on entrating in the sili a struts ( ). The

orre t homogenization of the sili a struts should

ording to the volume average of the

ε|E|2 for the fundamental mode.

ee tive refra tive indi es of the low index layers would be in this

nL2 = 1.0115 and nL3 = 1.0123 (
ompared to the ones
that the ele tromagneti

ase

The

nL1 = 1.0146,

orresponding to Fig. 2.10 (a)). The elevated indi es

al ulated from the sili a lling fa tors are due to the fa t
eld has an inhomogeneous distribution, and it is slightly

on entrated around the sili a struts.

(a)
Figure 2.10:

(b)

()

Mode distributions of the (a) fundamental mode ( orresponding to

point 1 in Fig. 2.9 (b)), (b) leaking mode ( orresponding to point 2 in Fig. 2.9 (b))
and ( ) surfa e mode ( orresponding to point 3 in Fig. 2.9 (b), green line)
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2.4 Con lusion
We have investigated amplitude and phase behavior on ree tion of PB diele tri
stru tures used at grazing in iden e of light.
that su h designs

Results on the 1D stru tures show

ould be advantageous in laser systems where high ree tivity and

nearly uniform dispersion is required over a wide wavelength range. For instan e,
grazing in iden e diele tri

mirrors

an be well applied for broadband feedba k in

ultrabroadband or broadly tunable ultrashort pulse lasers and opti al parametri
os illators.
Based on the 1D model, we have extended our investigations to 2D PB stru tures
su h as PBFs. During our studies we found that the time

onsuming FEM and the

simple 1D thin-lm analysis provide similar results when the input parameters (su h
as angle of in iden e) for the latter method are properly hosen. The most important
onsequen es of our simulations are obtained for HC Bragg PBFs: we found that
a few per ent modi ation of the refra tive index (≤

bridges may

ause dramati

ount for the

the well known quarter-wave
PBFs

due to sili a support

hange in the usable width of the bandgap in these

bers. Therefore, during the design an a
be taken into a

2%)

urate average refra tive index has to

ladding layers of HC Bragg PBFs in order to meet
ondition. When this

ondition is satised, HC Bragg

an provide a relatively wide and leaking mode free bandgap with anomalous

dispersion over most of the bandgap. Due to their engineerable dispersion, we regard
them as promising tools for broadband intra- or extra- avity dispersion

ontrol in

femtose ond pulse ber lasers and ampliers [26℄. Finally, we note that the design
pro edure des ribed in this

hapter

the design of all kinds of photoni

an be applied for giving estimate solutions in

bandgap bers, as well.
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3 Pulse ompression by the use of a highly
nonlinear photoni rystal ber
In this

hapter

ompression of sub-nanojoule laser pulses using the spe -

tral broadening in a

ommer ially available, highly nonlinear photoni

rystal ber (PCF) is dis ussed. A two-fold

ompression of nearly trans-

form limited, 24 fs seed pulses of a Ti:sapphire os illator is experimentally demonstrated [T2℄. The motivation is given in Se tion 3.1. It is
followed by some theoreti al

onsiderations in Se tion 3.2, that assist

to the Nonlinear S hrödinger-equation, introdu ed as the fundamental
equation determining pulse propagation in opti al bers, des ribed in
Se tion 1.1. The experiment and its results are des ribed in Se tion 3.3,
and the

on lusion is drawn in Se tion 3.4.

3.1 Motivation
Pulse

ompression of opti al pulses down to 5 fs were demonstrated in a wide variety

of experimental arrangements using standard single mode opti al ber [27℄ or gaslled hollow- ore ber as a nonlinear medium [28℄. The

ommon feature of previous

studies in this time domain is that they require laser pulses at energy levels well above
10 nJ, i.e. pulse energies that are di ult to obtain dire tly from a femtose ond
pulse laser os illator.

As a result of re ent development of small

single mode photoni

rystal bers, tenfold pulse

ore diameter,

ompression was demonstrated in

a few experiments [29, 30℄ at nJ or sub-nJ pulse energies. These resulted in typi al
ompressed pulse durations of 20 to 35 fs. Re ently, the possibility of

ompressing

super ontinuum generated in a 5 mm long mi ro-stru tured ber was also reported
[31℄. In this latter experiment, 2.7 nJ, 15 fs transform limited pulses obtained from a
low repetition rate Ti:sapphire os illator were

ompressed to 5.5 fs using an adaptive

ompression te hnique based on spe tral-phase interferometry for dire t ele tri

eld

re onstru tion (SPIDER).
In [T2℄, it was theoreti ally shown that it is possible to obtain

ompressed sub

6 fs pulses using nanojoule or sub-nanojoule seed pulses around 800 nm by utilizing
only a small- ore area PCF and prism-pair /
previous study [29℄, it was shown that the

hirped mirror

ompressors.

In a

ompressed pulse duration was primarily

limited by the maximum available wavelength dieren e between the laser

entral

wavelength (750 nm) and the zero dispersion wavelength (767 nm) of the PCF
sample.

Novel PCFs with red-shifted zero dispersion wavelengths, however,

improve both the quality and the duration of the
and output

hirp

ompensation parameters are

an

ompressed pulses when the input

hosen properly. It is worth pointing

out that 1 nJ seed pulse energies with the required pulse durations

an be obtained

easily from low pump threshold, mode-lo ked Ti:sapphire laser os illators pumped
by only 1.2 W at 532 nm [32℄.
In the experiment des ribed below (Se tion 3.3) the pulse energy is
does not result in

< 1 nJ, whi

h

onsiderable spe tral broadening in standard single mode-bers.

Nonlinear spe tral broadening is a hieved in a small

ore area PCF whi h allows the

redu tion of pulse duration. The proper input and output

hirp

ompensation was

simulated and optimized by Z. Várallyay based on the theory to be read in Se tion
3.2.
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3.2 Theory
The pulse propagation through PCFs is des ribed by the Nonlinear S hrödingerequation, Eq. (1.8), Se tion 1.1. The input pulses used in the simulation exhibit a

2
2
se h spe tral intensity fun tion and se h temporal intensity envelope fun tion that
is typi al for femtose ond solid state laser os illators. We used a highly nonlinear
PCF (type 2.2 Nonlinear PCF, Crystal Fibre [33℄, see Fig. 3.1 for the
with 2.2

µm

ross-se tion)

ore diameter to indu e spe tral broadening of the pulse. The dispersion

data of the PCF, required for the simulations were provided by the manufa turer in
a limited spe tral range, so it was further approximated by a Taylor-expansion:
D(λ)
In Eq. (3.1),

= D0 + S(λ − λ0 ) +

λ0 is the

T

2

(λ − λ0 )2 +

F

6

(λ − λ0 )3 .

(3.1)

entral wavelength of the seed pulse, D0 is the dispersion at the

entral wavelength, S is the dispersion-slope, T is the third-order dispersion
is the fourth-order dispersion, with the

2
s/m , S=

0.51772 · 103

3
s/m , T=

respe tively.

We found that the

6 and F

= −27.15 · 10−6
5
16
F= 1.642713 · 10
s/m ,

orresponding values of D0

−3.277854 · 109

4
s/m ,

ompression level strongly depends on the initial

hirp of the

pulse inje ted into the ber for pulses that have transform-limited durations in the
sub-100 fs regime. This is in agreement with previous studies [29, T2.1℄. Providing
a small linear pre- hirp results in less e ient spe tral broadening, thus the pulse
duration be omes slightly longer. However, this may result in lower distortion during
propagation in the ber as the distortion is due to the strong third-order dispersion
(TOD, or here

∼S)

of the PCF. The spe tral broadening

ertain energy level in this way, and thus frequen y
may harm the quality of the

an be

omponents

ontrolled at a

an be avoided that

ompressed pulses.

3.3 Experiment and results
Our Ti:sapphire laser os illator (FemtoRose 20 MDC [34℄) operated at 797 nm with

∼24

2
nm bandwidth, and delivered 24 fs se h pulses at a repetition rate of 76 MHz.

ber

leaver, although the optimal length predi ted by the simulation was shorter.

A PCF pie e of length of 22 mm was the shortest that

A

ould be

ut with our

ordingly, the input pulse energy had to be redu ed in order to get spe tral shapes

similar to what

an be obtained with a 6 mm long PCF used in the simulations.

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3.2.

After the laser a Faraday isolator

6 Note for the dieren e of the expansion of the propagation onstant into a Taylor-series with
respe t to frequen y in Se tion 1.1, Eq. 1.10. Here, the dispersion oe ients are dened a ording
to the expansion with respe t to wavelength.
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Figure 3.1: SEM images of the highly nonlinear photoni
[33℄.

rystal ber

ross-se tion

FS

GDD: −400 − −200 fs2
TOD: −1500 − −2500 fs3

Auto−
correlator

PCF
FS

Compressor
2

GDD: 100 − 400 fs
TOD: −6000 fs3

SF10

Aspheric
lens

Faraday isolator

Ti:sapphire
oscillator

Chirped
mirrors
SF10

Pre−compressor
Figure 3.2: Experimental setup. An SF10 prism pair in ombination with hirped
mirrors are used for pre- ompression of a 24 fs pulse with entral wavelength of
797 nm. The spe trally broadened pulse exiting the PCF is ompressed by a fused
sili a (FS) prism pair / hirped mirror ompressor resulting in a two-fold temporal
ompression.
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0
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40

(b)

omputed spe tra with the retrieved

ompressed pulse

shape in the inset. (b) Corresponding auto orrelation tra es. Input pulse parameters
2
al ulation: E0 = 0.6 nJ, FWHM = 24 fs, GDDin = 400 fs , TODin =
3
−6000 fs , LPCF = 22 mm. Output dispersion ompensation parameters: GDDout =
−320 fs2 , TODout = −2000 fs3 .
for the

was installed to avoid feedba k from the ber.

In order to provide the optimal

pre- hirp parameters, a pre- ompressor was built in whi h the positive dispersion

≈ 2700

introdu ed by the isolator (GDD
pre- ompressor
and a pair of

2
fs ) had to be

ompensated as well. The

omprised an SF10 prism pair introdu ing negative GDD and TOD

hirped mirrors that

ompensated the TOD by introdu ing negative

GDD but positive TOD. By this arrangement we
(GDDin ) between 100 fs

2

ould set the se ond order pre- hirp

2
and 400 fs and the third order to TODin

≈ −6000

3
fs .

After tting the simulation results to the measured spe tra, see Fig. 3.3 (a), the
parameters for dispersion
We obtained two-fold

−200

2

fs

and TODout

ompensation at the output of the ber were estimated.

ompression for the 24 fs pulses with GDDout

= −1500

3

fs

to

−2500

3
fs . The dispersion

arried out by a fused sili a prism pair. The measured and

= −400

2
fs to

ompensation was

omputed auto orrelation

tra es are shown in Fig. 3.3 (b). The inset of Fig. 3.3 (a) shows the retrieved temporal
pulse shape by the simulation, with an FWHM pulse duration of 12 fs.
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3.4 Con lusion
We have demonstrated that it is feasible to
pulses by a non-dynami
photoni

ompress the initially transform limited

ompression te hnique, using a

rystal ber and a

ommer ially available

ost ee tive, low pump threshold (Ppump

∼ 1 nJ pulse energy. Experimentally,
ompressed to ∼ 12 fs pulse duration in a 22 mm

≈ 1.2 W)
initially ∼ 24 fs

Ti:sapphire laser with

the

pulses were

ber pie e, that was

the shortest pie e of ber we

ould

optimization of input and output

ut.

Theoreti ally it was shown, that by the

hirp parameters, high quality, sub-6 fs pulses

ould be generated by using an even shorter ber pie e. Further redu tion of the
ompressed pulse duration at su h energy levels is possible by appli ation of new
PCFs with red-shifted zero-dispersion wavelengths and lower third-order dispersion
values.
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4 Design of a passively mode-lo ked all-ber,
all-normal dispersion ytterbium ring os illator
In this

hapter the development of a passively mode-lo ked all-ber yt-

terbium ring os illator is reported [T3℄. The laser
investigated and
der to

ompared in spe i

hara teristi s were

positions of the resonator, in or-

hara terize the pulse shaping me hanism and obtain the optimal

position for the output port for dierent appli ations. It was found that
the laser operates in the all-normal dispersion mode-lo king regime,
and the pulse-shaping is based on nonlinear polarization evolution in
the ber se tions together with spe tral and temporal ltering by a polarizing element. The os illator produ es relatively high quality pulses,
externally

ompressible to as short as 195 fs.

In Se tion 4.1 and 4.2 the motivation and an overview of mode-lo ked
ber lasers are given based on literature [35, 36, 37℄. Theory des ribed in
Se tion 1.4 and the referen es are aimed to help further understanding.

4.1 Motivation
Generation of ultrashort laser pulses is

onventionally done by solid-state mode-

lo ked lasers utilizing bulk opti s in luding the gain materials (e.g. Ti:sapphire,
Nd-glass), laser mirrors et . These lasers require stable laboratory-like environment
with redu ed varian e in temperature and vibrations, and 1-2 m of spa e on an
opti al table.

They are usually highly power

onsuming, and also require pre ise

adjustment for the maintenan e of stable mode-lo ked operation.
In the past few years passively mode-lo ked ber lasers have gained high interest be ause of their potentially
design

ompa t, environmentally stable and alignment-free

ombined with high quality spatial mode-eld distribution. The key advan e

in the development of ber lasers was the dis overy of rare-earth doped bers as
the laser gain media be ause of their high saturation uen e, broad gain bandwidth,
and the ex ellent heat dissipation.
ient pumping

− whi

h might rea h

The high saturation uen e allows very e-

80%, − and the broad gain bandwidth supports

ultrashort pulses, as short as 30 fs in the

ase of ytterbium.

The development of ber lasers has initially been driven by appli ations in
tele ommuni ation and by s ienti

investigations by nonlinear mi ros opy.

The

doping material of the gain ber in these lasers is erbium (Er), emitting at 1.55
wavelength, and neodymium (Nd), operating around 1

µm,

respe tively. Re ently,

ytterbium (Yb) has attra ted mu h attention as a gain medium around 1
it oers many advantageous spe tros opi

µm

µm be

ause

properties, in luding high quantum e-

ien y, absen e of ground-state and ex ited-state absorptions, long upper-state lifetime, and broad gain spe trum. Furthermore, Yb

an be dire tly opti ally pumped

at 915 and 980 nm by laser diodes. As a result, Yb-doped bers are likely to supersede bers with other doping materials emitting around 1

µm.

Furthermore, with the te hnologi al development of high power diode lasers and
of double
a

lad large mode area ber ampliers, high average power ber lasers give

omparable performan e to

lassi al solid-state lasers, even though, in terms of

reliability and long term stability the latter are still preferred in

omparison with

ber lasers.
Our motivation was to
stable ber sour e at 1
appli ation.

reate a

µm,

ompa t and easily alignable, environmentally

that produ es

∼ 300

fs pulses,

apable of pra ti al

Expe tations in luded high signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio, possibly un-

modulated spe trum for reasonable ampli ation, and the ber opti al
being

ommer ially available.
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omponents

4.2 Overview of passively mode-lo ked ytterbium ber lasers
The pulse formation pro ess in passively mode-lo ked ber lasers is
is rather di ult to explain in general. As an introdu tion, the

in a ber laser
operation

are des ribed in

omplex, and

Modes of operation

ontext with pulse formation. Dierent modes of

ould be observed in our ber laser by

hanging the state of polarization

at some point in the resonator. Measurement results are demonstrated in Se tion
4.2.1 to show the

hara teristi s of the dierent modes.

Several me hanisms
pulse trains.

an be distinguished that lead to the formation of stable

The me hanisms

orrespond to dierent parameter ranges, su h as

net- avity dispersion or nonlinearity, and they determine the evolving pulse

hara -

Mode-lo king regimes of ber lasers are briey overviewed in Se tion
that, the prin iples of Mode-lo king by nonlinear polarization rotation

teristi s. These
4.2.2. After

(NPR) are des ribed in more detail in Se tion 4.2.3, as this is an important phenomenon,

ontributing to the mode-lo king me hanism in our ber laser. Finally,

premise and some

onsiderations of the

Constru tion of mode-lo ked ber lasers

are

dis ussed in Se tion 4.2.4 whi h gave the dire tion of the development of our setup.
The initiation of pulse formation in ber lasers is provided by temporal u tuations indu ed by spontaneous emission in the doped ber. Flu tuations are ltered
by a saturable absorber (e.g. a Bragg-ree tor or NPR with a polarizer) and the signal is enhan ed by gain during multiple round-trips in the laser
ontinues until an intense pulse (or intense multiple pulses)
the absorber is formed, otherwise no stable solutions emerge.

avity. This pro ess
apable of saturating
The pulse is stabi-

lized when the parameters ae ting its evolution are in balan e, and the temporal
and spe tral shapes are exa tly reprodu ed after one round-trip in the resonator.
Spe tral broadening is determined by gain and nonlinearity in the ber and it is
ompensated by spe tral ltering by some kind of a lter or the limited bandwidth
of gain. In some

ases, i.e., in soliton lasers, spe tral broadening indu ed by positive

nonlinear phaseshift is

ompensated by anomalous dispersion. The temporal evolu-

7

tion is inuen ed by dispersion and ltering . It has to be noted, that the ee t of
dispersion is dependent on the spe tral width. For highly

hirped pulses, ltering

by a spe tral lter and self-amplitude modulation by the saturable absorber might
a t on both of the temporal and spe tral proles.

7 either temporal ltering by a saturable absorber, on the basis of self-amplitude modulation,
or through spe tral ltering of the hirped pulse
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4.2.1 Modes of operation in a ber laser
Lasers operate simultaneously in a large number of longitudinal modes falling within
the gain bandwidth.

c/Lcav ,

Lcav

where

The frequen y spa ing among the modes is given by

is the opti al length of the

∆ν =

avity. If all modes operate indepen-

dently of ea h other, with no denite phase relationship among them, the interferen e terms in the total intensity
multi-mode

ontinuous wave

Mode-lo king o

|E(t)|2

average out to zero. This is the situation in

( w) lasers.

urs when phases of various longitudinal modes are syn hronized

su h that the phase dieren e between any two neighboring modes is lo ked to a
onstant value. Lo king of su h phase relations enables a periodi

variation in the

laser output whi h is stable over time, and with a periodi ity given by the round-trip
time of the

avity. A stable pulse train

aptured by a photo-dete tor is shown in

Fig. 4.1 (a). If su iently many longitudinal modes are lo ked together with only
small phase dieren es between the individual modes, it results in a short pulse whi h
may have a signi antly larger peak power than the average power of the laser. The
origin of mode-lo king is best understood in the time domain. A laser in steady-state
is a feedba k system, where the gain per round-trip is balan ed by the losses. If a
nonlinear element is inserted in the

avity, whi h introdu es a higher loss at lower

powers, the laser may favor a superposition of longitudinal modes

orresponding to a

short pulse with high peak power. This nonlinear element is referred to as a saturable
absorber. However, a further requirement for obtaining stable mode-lo king is that
the pulse reprodu es itself after one round-trip (within a total phaseshift on all the
longitudinal modes). The phase relations between dierent modes are ae ted by
dispersion, gain bandwidth, nonlinear phase shifts et . Although an innite number
of dierent pulses

ould be

onstru ted as dierent superpositions of longitudinal

modes, usually only a single pulse
output pulse

hara teristi s

parameters of the

8 is a stable solution of the avity, and thus the

an be designed and

ontrolled by

hanging the physi al

omprising laser elements.

Another me hanism used for the generation of short, typi ally ns duration (and
low repetition rate) opti al pulses is Q-swit hing. It is a hieved by inserting some
type of a variable attenuator inside the laser resonator. This might be for example an output

oupler that

ouples light out of the resonator periodi ally in time

(e.g. ele tro- or a ousto-opti

modulator). When the attenuator is fun tioning, the

light exiting the gain medium does not
attenuation inside the

8 determined

avity

ir ulate, and lasing

annot begin.

This

orresponds to a de rease in the quality fa tor (Q-

by the lowest loss
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fa tor) of the opti al resonator. A high Q-fa tor
per round-trip, and vi e versa.

orresponds to low resonator losses

When Q-swit hing is present simultaneously in a

mode-lo ked laser, however, it leads to a disturbed mode of operation, where the
mode-lo ked pulses are modulated on a long, ns to
signal of a typi al pulse train
operation as

µs

times ale. The os illos ope

an be seen in Fig. 4.1 (b). We refer to this mode of

Q-swit hed mode-lo king, to distinguish it from w mode-lo king, where

no additional Q-swit hing is present.

(a)

(b)

()

Figure 4.1: Os illos ope signals for dierent modes of operation in our os illator:
(a) w mode-lo king, (b) Q-swit hed mode-lo ked state, and ( ) noise-like pulses.
The width of the horizontal s ale is 1.5 s.

µ

Lately, another mode of operation was dis overed in the eld of ber lasers.

Noise-like pulses

with a broadband spe trum and a short

oheren e length were

rst published to have been generated by an erbium-doped ber laser [38℄.

The

noise-like behavior was observed in the amplitude as well as in the phase of the
pulses. The os illos ope signal of the pulse train

an be seen in Fig. 4.1 ( ), showing

random variation of the amplitude. A theoreti al model indi ates that this behavior
an be explained by the internal birefringen e of the laser

avity

ombined with a

nonlinear transmission element and the gain response of the ber amplier.
noise-like pulses, the phase distortion
weak

For

aused by the ber dispersion is relatively

ompared to the initial noise of the pulses and therefore has only a small

ee t on the

oheren e. This property is important for opti al measurements where

oheren e plays a fundamental role, su h as in auto orrelation measurements. The
typi al AC fun tion for noise-like pulses has a narrow peak sitting on a wide shoulder,
as seen in Fig. 4.2, in

omparison with

w mode-lo ked pulses. The ratio between

the peak intensity and the shoulder level of the auto orrelation tra e is

∼ 2 : 1,

indi ating that the power of the noise-like part of the pulse intensity is similar to
the average pulse power.

The peak has a duration of the

the wide shoulder is not mu h ae ted by the

oheren e time, while

hirp of the pulse, as it should be in

mode-lo ked operation. For this reason, the most reliable measurement, whether a
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pulse is noise-like or not, is by
signi antly

omparing the auto orrelation fun tions of a pulse

hirped and de hirped, i.e., if the pulse is not

it is noise-like. The inset of Fig. 4.2 shows the

ompressible, it means,

ompressed pulses after dispersion

ompensation by a grating pair, by an amount of negative GVD estimated from the
spe tral and temporal width.
In ber lasers mode-lo ked with NPR, it is usually possible to swit h between the
modes of operation by adjusting the polarization
for noise-like operation the polarization

ontrollers. As observed in [38℄,

ontrollers are set at midrange between

Relative intensity (a.u.)

maximal and minimal transmissivity of the polarizers for low-power signals.

0.45 ps
14.8 ps

3

2

-10

0

10.5 ps

10

17.8 ps

1
noise-like pulse
cw mode-locking

0
-40 -30 -20 -10 0
10 20
Time delay (ps)

30

40

Figure 4.2: Intensity auto orrelation tra es for highly hirped

w mode-lo ked (red),

and noise-like pulses (bla k line). The inset shows the auto orrelation tra es after
dispersion ompensation, by an amount of anomalous dispersion estimated from the
spe tral and temporal bandwidth. These measurements were arried out on one of
our setups similar to the one des ribed in Se tion 4.3.

Relative intensity (a.u.)
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.3: (a) RF spe trum and (b) opti al spe trum showing the dieren es in
the modes of operation in our

∼ 40

MHz laser:

w mode-lo king (red), noisy and

Q-swit hed mode-lo ked state (magenta, blue), noise-like pulses (bla k line) and
operation (bla k dashed line).
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w

The easiest way to observe the dierent modes of operation is by examining of
the radio-frequen y (RF) spe trum of the laser (as it is shown in Fig. 4.3 (a)). For
w mode-lo king the RF spe trum is a narrow peak at the fundamental repetition
rate of the os illator, and at further harmoni s (not shown on this s ale).
level of the ba kground is proportional to the power in
polarization

w operation.

The

When the

ontrollers are not well adjusted, the noise broadens the peak in the

spe trum, leading to noisy and to Q-swit hed mode-lo king at higher noise level. At
a

ertain polarization state, the mode of operation suddenly

hanges to noise-like

operation with side peaks or signi ant shoulders in the RF spe trum.
In Fig. 4.3 (b) the

orresponding opti al spe tra measured on the PBS output of

our laser (see Se tion 4.4) is plotted. These spe tra also show signi ant dieren e
when varying the modes of operation in the laser.

4.2.2 Mode-lo king regimes
Most femtose ond lasers have segments of normal and anomalous GVD, so the
onsists of a dispersion map. Intra- avity propagation dynami s is typi ally

avity
hara -

terized by the net- avity dispersion and by the dispersion map (see Fig. 4.4). For
ber lasers the following regimes are known [39, 7, 40, 41℄:

Figure 4.4: S hemati s of the main mode-lo king regimes of ber lasers a
to the net- avity dispersion and the existen e of a dispersion map [39℄.

Soliton regime Soliton mode-lo king
net- avity dispersion whi h

ording

is mainly present at negative (anomalous)

ompensates for the positive ber nonlinearity.

The

temporal as well as spe tral shape of a fundamental soliton is se ant-hyperboli
(intensity

∼ se

2
h ) with spe tral sidebands

9 , (see Fig. 4.5 (a)) and little hirp. This

9 Be ause of the output oupler the soliton energy varies periodi ally, determined by the avity
length. This reates a nonlinear-index grating whi h ae ts soliton properties through Bragg
dira tion. The energy lost by the soliton is transformed into dispersive waves, with ertain
frequen ies, whi h an be resonantly enhan ed, ausing the sidebands of the soliton spe trum. [42℄
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regime is well-known for Er-doped ber lasers [43℄, where the ber itself provides

Intensity (dB)

SHG intensity (a.u.)

anomalous dispersion. The output energies of su h lasers are limited to

∼ 0.1

nJ.

2

1

0
−4

0

4

Time delay (ps)

Wavelength (nm)

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.5: (a) Se h spe trum with sidebands, typi al for soliton lasers. Modelo king in this ase was done by NPR. Inset shows the auto orrelation tra e of the
output pulses, lose to the transform-limit. [43℄ (b) An Yb stret hed-pulse laser
(DM soliton) spe trum, and AC tra e of the

hirped output pulse in the inset. Note

for the semi-log s ale of the spe trum [46℄

DM soliton regime
when the

avity is

Pulse formation and pulse evolution be ome more

omplex

onstru ted with segments of large positive and negative dis-

persion bers (/ omponents). Su h lasers have breathing solutions, i.e., the pulse
duration varies, possibly an order of magnitude during one round-trip in the
This e iently redu es nonlinearity

avity.

ompared to soliton lasers and helps to avoid

saturation of the mode-lo king me hanism (saturable absorber) [44℄. This regime is
known as

solitons.

stret hed-pulse mode-lo king

It is shown that stable pulses

net- avity dispersion is

and the pulses as

dispersion-managed

(DM)

an be formed with this te hnique when the

lose to zero, with net anomalous as well as net normal GVD

[45℄.
A typi al spe trum and AC fun tion
pulse evolution in the
a similariton laser.

an be seen in Fig. 4.5 (b). The temporal

avity is shown in Fig. 1.8 in Se tion 1.4, in

The pulse energy in stret hed-pulse lasers

omparison with

an be an order of

magnitude higher than in a soliton lasers.

Wave-breaking free regime
regime, SPM and normal GVD

During pulse formation in the normal dispersion
hirps the pulse.
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Ex essive nonlinear phase shift

a

umulated by the pulse as it traverses the

avity generally leads to opti al wave-

breaking, limiting the pulse energy, unless the pulses are reshaped resulting in a selfonsistent propagation.

In the reshaping me hanism (self-)amplitude modulation

(e.g. by a saturable absorber) plays an important role.

10 Self-amplitude modulation

an be realized by a nonlinear lter, that shapes the spe tral or temporal prole of
the pulse. For instan e, gain dispersion
pulses by

11 shapes the temporal prole of the hirped

utting o the wings of the spe trum.

hirped, and

an be produ ed without dispersion

The resulting pulses are highlyompensation. It has to be noted,

that more generally, amplitude modulation an be realized by a linear spe tral lter,
that a ts in a similar way on
the

hirped pulses as gain dispersion. With the a

wave-breaking free mode-lo king

obtained.

regime, output energies in a

ess of 1 nJ were

Notable subregimes are the self-similar laser and the so- alled

pulse os illator (CPO), des ribed below.
area bers

ess of

hirped

For further energy s aling, large-mode

an be used. The highest pulse energy of 265 nJ generated dire tly by

a femtose ond ber laser was produ ed by using a large-mode area photoni

rystal

ber [47℄.

Self-similar regime

Pulse propagation in high-gain opti al ber ampliers with

normal dispersion has been studied by self-similarity analysis of the Nonlinear S hrödinger equation with gain.
exa t asymptoti
paraboli

For an amplier with a

solution has been found that

onstant distributed gain, an

orresponds to a linearly

hirped

pulse that propagates self-similarly in the amplier, subje t to simple

s aling rules [48℄. The extension of this s heme to ber lasers leads to a new regime
of operation of mode-lo ked ber lasers, known as
A typi al spe trum
semi-logarithmi

or

similariton regime.

an be seen in Fig. 4.6 (a) showing the paraboli

s ale.

The pulses are always positively

with the temporal duration varying from
they

self-similar

an be de hirped outside the laser

shape on a

hirped inside the laser,

∼ 3 to ∼ 50 times the transform limit, and

lose to the transform-limit due to the linear

hirp. Strong temporal breathing arises from the dispersion map and nonlinear pulse
evolution (see Fig. 1.8 in Se tion 1.4 for the temporal pulse evolution in the
in

avity

omparison with a stret hed-pulse laser). So far, pulse energies as high as 14 nJ

have been generated by an Yb similariton ber laser [49℄.

10 The importan e of the absorber is in ontrast with the stret hed-pulse regime, where selfamplitude modulation of the mode-lo king me hanism is only needed for the initialization and
stabilization of the inherently stable pulses.
11 The nite gain bandwidth is usually taken into a ount as paraboli frequen y dependen e of
gain.
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Chirped pulse os illator Chirped pulse os illators

(CPOs) are originally used

to refer to bulk solid-state lasers, su h as Ti:sapphire. The feature that all CPOs
have in
whi h

ommon is the weak temporal breathing due to the weak dispersion map,
ontrasts with the ber lasers with

lear pulse evolution [50℄. In ber lasers

this s heme is applied by providing additional positive dispersion with negligible
nonlinearity [51℄.
The resulting pulses generated by a CPO are highly

hirped and have typi ally

Intensity (dB)

Intensity (a.u.)

a spe trum with steep edges and at top, as seen in Fig. 4.6 (b).
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Figure 4.6: (a) Measured paraboli

spe trum of a similariton on a semi-logarithmi

s ale with the AC fun tion in the inset [52℄, and (b) the

orresponding results

measured on a CPO output [51℄

All-normal dispersion regime
regime

Regarding the so- alled

all-normal dispersion

(ANDi) as a single operating region, distin t from the self-similar and CPO

regimes, and embedded in the wave-breaking free regime is
shaping in ANDi lasers is based

−

besides positive GVD and SPM

ltering serving as self-amplitude modulation, by
the highly

−

Pulse

on spe tral

utting o the temporal wings of

12

hirped pulses.

Re ently, a systemati
done by

ontroversial.

investigation of a ber laser utilizing a spe tral lter was

hanging several parameters of the system.

These parameters were the

spe tral bandwidth (∆Ω), net- avity dispersion (GDDnet ) and the nonlinear phase
shift (ΦNL ). The s hemati

of the setup on whi h the investigations were

arried out

an be seen in Fig. 4.7 and a plot of spe tra and AC tra es measured at dierent
nonlinear phase shifts, are shown in Fig. 4.8. By in reasing

ΦNL ,

the spe tral shape

12 In this sense, the dieren e to other regions in the wave-breaking free regime lies in the usage
of a spe tral lter dire tly, and not in realizing a distin t pulse shaping me hanism.
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gradually hanges from a paraboli shape to a broad and modulated shape. However,
investigations on the temporal evolution suggest that the pulse propagation in the
ase of paraboli

spe trum is similar to the CPO, as it exhibits very low temporal

breathing. On the other hand, in the
temporal breathing ratio is
temporal evolution in this

ase of the broader spe trum with fringes, the

∼ 4 and the

spe trum

hanges signi antly as well. The

ase is qualitatively the same as that of the similariton

laser. Furthermore, the same trends

an be observed with redu ing the net- avity

dispersion and redu ing the spe tral lter bandwidth, i.e., in reasing the 'strength
of spe tral ltering', as with the in rease of

ΦNL :

ΦN L ∼ 1/∆Ω ∼ 1/GDDnet

(4.1)

ordan e with the following prin iples. Higher GDDnet

This is in a

temporal stret hing whi h redu es
other hand, a

ΦNL

ertain value of GVD

a narrower bandwidth, thus in reases

Gain-guided-soliton regime

auses higher

through lower peak intensities.

On the

auses less temporal stret hing on pulses with

ΦNL .

Further mode-lo king regimes are dis overed /

an

2
be distinguished. For example, solitary pulses, with a se h shape are demonstrated
to be generated by a ber laser operating entirely in the normal dispersion regime
[53℄.

4.2.3 Mode-lo king by nonlinear polarization rotation
Fiber lasers
dependent

an be mode-lo ked by using nonlinear birefringen e to indu e intensityhanges in the state of polarization when orthogonally polarized

nents of a single pulse propagate in the ber.
polarization

A polarizer pla ed between two

ontrollers (PCs) a ts as the mode-lo king element.

after the polarizer

ompo-

The PC pla ed

hanges the polarization state from linear to ellipti al.

13 The

polarization state evolves nonlinearly during propagation be ause of the dierent
SPM- and XPM-indu ed phase shifts imposed on the two orthogonally polarized
omponents.

The state of polarization is nonuniform a ross the pulse be ause of

the intensity dependen e of the nonlinear phase shift. The se ond PC is adjusted
in a way, that the polarization is linear in the
quently, the polarizer lets the

entral part of the pulse.

Conse-

entral intense part of the pulse pass but lters the

low-intensity pulse wings. The net result is that the pulse is slightly shortened after
one round-trip inside the ring

avity, an ee t identi al to that produ ed by a fast

saturable absorber (e.g. Kerr-ee t mode-lo king [54℄).

13 This

might o ur due to linear birefringen e in the ber as well.
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Figure 4.7: Experimental setup of an ANDi laser; PBS: polarizing beam splitter,
QWP: quarter-wave plate, SMF: single-mode ber, WDM: wavelength division multiplexer, HWP: half-wave plate [39℄.
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3π
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Figure 4.8: Output spe tra with dierent nonlinear phase shifts ΦNL ∼ 1π, ∼ 3π, ∼
4π, ∼ 8π , respe tively. Bottom row: orresponding experimental de hirped interferometri AC fun tions [39℄.

4.2.4 Constru tion of mode-lo ked ber lasers
Although a wide variety of ber opti

omponents are

ommer ially available, they

are not as reliable, and their parameters are not as easily

ontrollable, as that of

bulk elements. This fa t raises di ulties in the development and

ontrol of all-ber

os illators.
Fiber lasers around 1
dispersion

µm are usually

onstru ted with some kind of intra- avity

ompensation to (at least partially) over ome the normal dispersion pro-

vided by sili a bers. Free spa e opti s, su h as gratings [49℄ and prisms [46℄, and
lately photoni

rystal bers [55℄, higher-order mode bers [56℄ or

hirped ber

Bragg gratings [57℄ have been implemented as intra- avity dispersion

ompensating
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elements. However, for the ease of

onstru tion and use, and

desirable to design ber os illators without any dispersion

ost-ee tiveness, it is

ompensation.

The pulse dynami s in dispersion- ompensation free ber lasers is dominated
by the interplay between gain, self-phase modulation, dispersion and self-amplitude
modulation a ting as a ltering ee t. Filtering with a 10 nm bandwidth spe tral
lter in an ANDi laser has lead to stable mode-lo king of 3 nJ pulses de hirped to
as short as 170 fs [41℄.
impressive results

However, this setup employed free-spa e opti s and su h

ould not be reprodu ed by all-ber

ongurations. Previous all-

ber os illators produ ed pi ose ond pulses, owing to the strong spe tral ltering
[58℄, and in another approa h ps pulses were generated by the pulse-shaping of the
nonlinearity of a semi ondu tor saturable absorber mirror [59℄.
Lately, an all-ber similariton ber laser was reported, produ ing 0.8 nJ pulses,
that were externally
the

ompressible to 627 fs, whi h is

lose to the transform-limit of

orresponding spe trum of 4.2 nm FWHM [52℄. This laser had a unidire tional

avity, utilizing a ber

oupled saturable Bragg ree tor in a bidire tional part via

a polarizing beam splitter (PBS), hen e we refer to it as a
our

σ -shaped

resonator. In

on ept, we aimed to develop an all-ber os illator with the possibly simplest

arrangement, and avoid multiple ltering

− here,

by the PBS

ex essive narrowing of the output spe trum.

−,

that might lead to

Very re ently, an all-ber normal dispersion ring laser was demonstrated [60℄. It
in luded a

∼ 15 nm bandwidth ber lter, and a saturable absorber based on

nanotubes. The laser generated 1.5 ps, 3 nJ pulses that were
duration. However, the pedestals of the

ompressed pulses

arbon

ompressible to 250 fs

ontained signi ant part

of the energy be ause of the modulation of the spe trum.
Our purpose was to

reate an all-ber, all-normal dispersion ring os illator. The

pulse-shaping in our arrangement is based on NPR and a polarizing element utilized
for spe tral and temporal ltering. Thus, the ne essity for a xed bandwidth spe tral
lter was eliminated as we aimed to avoid this element for the ease of design. It is
also to be noted that the appli ation of a ber integrated bandwidth lter was not
implemented until very re ently [60℄. The pulse

hara teristi s were investigated at

dierent positions in the os illator in order to understand the pulse-shaping in more
detail and also to nd the optimal position of output for further appli ations.
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4.3 Experimental setup
During our early experiments on mode-lo ked ber lasers we have tried many
gurations utilizing bulk opti s whi h were

on-

hanged to ber integrated elements

step-by-step. Some of these elements appeared only very re ently and their performan e is sometimes not reliable and/or
to polarization

ould not be fully

hara terized. This refers

hanges for light propagating through the

omponents, phase shifts

and spe tral transmittan e. As we are not able to explain all of the results of the
earlier experiments I will
The ring os illator

onne the des ription to the following setup.

onsists of the following bers and ber opti

omponents, as

shown in Fig. 4.9. A highly doped ytterbium ber (YbF) is used as the gain media,
ba kward pumped by a 980 nm laser diode via a 980/1030 nm wavelength-division
multiplexer (WDM). To investigate the pulse

hara teristi s right behind the gain

ber, a 90/10 splitter (OC2 ) is pla ed between the WDM and the YbF. The WDM
is followed by the semi ondu tor saturable absorber (SA) that is a

ommer ially

available absorber designed for use at around 1020 nm (Batop GmbH, SA-1020-40)
and is responsible for the initiation and stabilization of mode-lo king. A 10% output
port (OC3 ) is in luded after the SA. The single-mode ber (SMF) pigtails between
the YbF and the SA are
following PBS is

∼2

∼ 1.9

m, and the ber se tion between the SA and the

m. The length of these ber se tions is

riti al in the pulse-

shaping me hanism that is based on the spe tral broadening in the YbF and the
nonlinear polarization evolution (NPE) in the SMF se tion [40℄. The variation of
the polarization state along the spe trum leads to a strong spe tral ltering by the
PBS. The PBS is followed by a splitter (OC1 ) and an isolator (ISO) realizing the
unidire tional
ber se tions

ontrollers (PC1 , PC2 ) are applied on the

avity. Fiber polarization

lose to the PBS on both sides of it, but the mode-lo ked operation

an be maintained when removing either of them. However, initiation of the modelo king and adjustment of the desired mode of operation
rotating the dierent paddles of the PCs.
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an be easily a hieved by

OC3

PC1

PBS output
PBS
PC2

90/10
90/10
SA

OC1

WDM
90/10 YbF
Pump

ISO

OC 2
(a)

Figure 4.9: Experimental setup (PBS: polarizing beam splitter; PC: polarization
ontroller; 90/10: 90/10 splitter; OC: output

oupler; ISO: isolator; YbF: Yb-doped

ber; WDM: wavelength division multiplexer; SA: saturable absorber).

4.4 Experimental results
The above des ribed os illator produ es stable mode-lo king with low noise (a

ord-

ing to the radio-frequen y (RF) spe trum, shown in Fig. 4.10 (a)), and a repetition
rate of 27.7 MHz. Besides the initiation of mode-lo king the paddles of the PCs are
responsible for various ee ts on the mode of operation. By adjusting the side (λ/4)
paddles the operation
or

an be shifted from noise-like pulses [38℄ to noisy, Q-swit hed

w mode-lo king. These

an be identied by observing the RF spe tra and the

auto orrelation fun tions, and some

hange on the opti al spe trum

an be observed

as well. RF and opti al spe tra are shown in Fig. 4.3, Se tion 4.2.1, measured at
a similar setup, with

∼ 40

MHz repetition rate. The adjustment of PC2 leads to

wavelength tuning of more than 15 nm, as it
more the output

an be seen in Fig. 4.10 (b). Further-

oupling ratio of the PBS is most sensitive to the state of the third

(λ/4) paddle of PC1 . Under some
by in reasing the output

ir umstan es the spe tral width

an be in reased

oupling ratio as well as by in reasing the pump power.

The laser operates in the all-normal dispersion regime, where gain, self-phase
modulation and dispersion is balan ed by spe tral (and temporal) ltering. As the
output

hara teristi s are extremely sensitive to the settings of the polarization on-

trollers we might

on lude that the nonlinear polarization rotation (NPR) together

with the polarizer (PBS) has a

ru ial role in the ltering.

To observe the ee t of the NPR we

hara terized the polarization state of the
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Figure 4.10: (a) The RF spe trum of the laser (fo :
measured at OC1 .

laser along the spe trum at OC3 . This was

entral frequen y). (b) Tunability,

arried out by measuring the spe tra after

a polarizer at the output as a fun tion of the polarizer angle. Some of the measured
spe tra are shown in Fig. 4.11 (a) and the evaluated polarization states at dierent

14 For stable pulse evolution spe tral ltering

wavelengths are plotted in Fig. 4.12.
is required whi h

an be a hieved using a PBS. When the polarization is set linear

in the middle of the pulse, the PBS ae ts only the sides of the spe trum. Be ause
of the linear

hirping

15 this ltering leads to temporal pulse-shaping as well. The

polarization at the lower wavelength edge of the spe trum is rather

ir ular. This

ee t is observable at dierent states of the PCs as well. It is possibly

onne ted

to the saturation of the NPR at the tail of the pulse. The polarization at OC1 is
onstant along the spe trum.

1 no pol
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Figure 4.11: (a) Spe tra measured at dierent polarizer angles at OC3 , and (b)
spe tra measured at the dierent output ports.

14 The evaluation of the polarization state for a given spe tral omponent is based on plotting
the relative intensity values vs. polarization angles in polar oordinates.
15 Linear hirping is demonstrated by our auto orrelation measurements after external ompression of the pulses, des ribed later in this se tion.
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In order to investigate the laser dynami s the spe tral and temporal
isti s of the pulses are measured.
ri

hara ter-

The spe tra from OC1 to OC3 show asymmet-

broadening with an in reasing peak at the long wavelength edge, as plotted in

Fig. 4.11 (b), possibly due to the higher gain at the leading edge of the propagating
The spe trum at OC3 is split into the OC1 and the PBS output
◦
◦
ording to the polarization state (see the 180 and the 90 polarizer angle

hirped pulse.
spe tra a

spe tra in Fig. 4.11 (a) for

omparison) resulting in a strong modulation of the PBS

output spe trum.

OC1

OC3
1026 1028 1030 1032 1034 1036 1038 1040 1042
Wavelength (nm)
Figure 4.12: Polarization states at dierent wavelengths, measured at OC1 and
OC3 , respe tively. Note that the relative phases of the evaluated polarization states
measured at OC3 ompared to the polarization states measured at OC1 are not appropriately aligned. The relative phase depends on the linear birefringen e indu ed
by bending of the bers et .
The temporal shape of the pulses is
tions.

hara terized by the auto orrelation fun -

The width of the auto orrelation fun tions (∆TAC ) measured at the laser

outputs are 10-15 ps and have Gaussian shape ex ept for the one at the PBS output
(whi h looks like the sum of three Gaussians). The output pulses are
a grating pair external to the resonator
a nearly linear
with red lled

ompressed by

lose to the Fourier-transform limit, implying

hirp. The auto orrelation fun tions are shown in Fig. 4.13, plotted
urves. The

orresponding spe tra are in the insets. Although there is

some un ompensated positive third order dispersion, mainly the modulation in the
spe tra is responsible for the pedestals in the auto orrelation tra es. This was veried by

omparing the

pulse with the

al ulated auto orrelation fun tions of the transform-limited

hirped and externally

the measured spe tra. The

ompressed pulses, both

orresponding to

al ulated auto orrelation fun tions of the

pulses (taking the se ond and third order dispersion of the
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ompressed

avity and the grating

pair into a

ount) are plotted with bla k lines and the amplitude of the pedestals is

similar in the

ase of transform-limited pulses as well. The pulse widths (∆Tpulse )

are estimated from the

al ulation of the

ompressed pulses.

The shortest pulses

are measured at the PBS output, however the quality is poor due to the spe tral
modulation. It

an be seen, that from OC1 towards the PBS output the spe tral

width in reases and the

ompressed pulses get narrower as it is expe ted.

Pulses

with the highest quality i.e. lowest ratio of power in the pedestals are measured at
OC1 .
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Figure 4.13: Measured (red lled urves) and tted (bla k lines) auto orrelation
fun tions at the OC1 , OC2 , OC3 , and PBS outputs after external ompression by a
grating pair. ∆TAC is the width of the measured auto orrelation tra e, ∆Tpulse is the
estimated pulse width a ording to the
spe tra and spe tral widths.

al ulations. Insets show the

orresponding

In order to obtain a more pra ti al laser the resonator was modied by removing
the output

ouplers (OC1,2,3 ) and the PBS was used as a single output port (see

Fig. 4.14 (a)). In this
pumping power. The

∼ 0.2 nJ pulses were measured at the output at ∼450 mW
pulses were ompressible to ∼ 195 fs, with a lower ratio of the
ase

energy being in the pedestals as it
similar

an be observed in Fig. 4.14 (b). The laser had

hara teristi s to the above investigated one. The dieren e is due to the
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lower resonator loss resulting in lower threshold for
shorter resonator length (fo
a lower

= 42.6

w mode-lo king and due to a

MHz) with weaker NPR. The latter results in

ontrast in the modulation of the spe trum measured at the PBS leading

to higher pulse quality.

It is to mention, that the repetition rate

an be further

in reased with this setup.
For most appli ations ampli ation of the laser output is ne essary. To a hieve
high pulse quality ampli ation of a sour e with unmodulated spe trum would be
ideal with further

ompression. For this reason OC1 should be maintained as the

main output with high pulse quality, unmodulated (paraboli -like) spe trum and
linear polarization. Higher pulse energy
oupling ratio. The PBS output

an be obtained by in reasing the output

an be used for monitoring.

PC1
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Relative intensity (a.u.)
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Figure 4.14: (a) Experimental setup of a modied os illator with a single output
(PBS reje tion port) and (b) measured (red lled urves) and tted (bla k lines)
auto orrelation fun tions with the spe trum in the inset.

4.5 Con lusion
We have demonstrated an all-ber Yb ring os illator without any intra- avity dispersion

ompensation. Four output ports have been

hara terized and

ompared.

The broadest spe trum was measured at the PBS reje tion port but it was strongly
modulated.

Other spe tra at the 90/10 splitter outputs had more paraboli -like

shape. The auto orrelation widths at all outputs are
an be
est

ompressed

∼ 10 − 15

ps and the pulses

lose to the Fourier-transform limit by a grating pair. The short-

ompressed pulses are 210 fs, and the RF spe trum as well as the pulse train

observed on an os illos ope showed stable

w mode-lo king with a high S/N ratio.

Furthermore, a shorter os illator was presented to show similar hara teristi s. The
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os illator with a single PBS reje tion port generated pulses
as 195 fs with a relatively high pulse quality.
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ompressible to as short

Summary
Waveguidan e of light by opti al bers
With several

an be des ribed by the Helmholtz equation.

onsiderations and assumptions that hold for ultrashort pulses in op-

ti al bers, two important equations

an be dedu ed, one of whi h determines the

transversal mode distribution, the other one determines longitudinal propagation
of pulses.

By the simulations of ber modes, the design of opti al bers

an be

supported. The other equation derived from the Helmholtz equation, is the Nonlinear S hrödinger equation, whi h determines the spe tral and temporal evolution
of pulses propagating along the ber. The most important phenomena in the

on-

text of pulse propagation are dispersion and nonlinearities. Photoni

rystal bers

(PCFs) oer a wide range of design parameters, whi h enable pre ise

ontrol of the

nonlinear

oe ient and the dispersion prole.

ous appli ations, su h as dispersion

This feature gives rise to numer-

ontrol and distortion-free delivery of ultrashort

pulses by the elimination of nonlinearity in PCFs. On the other hand, it may also
provide advantages for nonlinear phenomena by the appli ation of small- ore area
PCFs.
During my Ph.D. work, I was dealing with the generation of ultrashort pulses in
ber lasers, the propagation of su h pulses in photoni
of spe ial purpose photoni

rystal bers and the design

rystal bers. Parts of these topi s in luded theoreti al

work with numeri al simulations.

However, most of the results des ribed in the

theses are experimental, and the resear h was essentially motivated by pra ti al
appli ations. The theses are itemized as follows.

Thesis 1
diele tri

We have proposed a method for the proper design of photoni
stru tures used at grazing in iden e [T1℄.

bandgap

The theory is based on the

one-dimensional multilayer design, that I applied to one- and two-dimensional stru tures. I have

ompared plane photoni

bandgap diele tri

prin iples and suggested plane diele tri
laser mirrors.

mirrors of dierent design

mirrors to be used in grazing in iden e as

Based on one-dimensional results, we extended the model to two-

dimensional photoni
ore Bragg photoni

bandgap diele tri

stru tures and applied to all-sili a hollow-

bandgap bers. I investigated the prin iples of the elimination

of leaking modes in realisti

hollow- ore Bragg photoni

leaking mode free stru tures and we

bandgap bers.

I found

ompared the results to simulations done by

the full-ve torial nite element method, taking the appropriate ber stru ture into
a

ount. Results show that the one-dimensional model is

apable of giving estimates

for the design of leaking mode free hollow- ore Bragg photoni
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bandgap bers and

thus represents an ee tive

omplementary tool to simulations done by

ompli ated

and time- onsuming full-wave solvers.

Thesis 2

Pulse

ompression below the Fourier transform limit

nonlinear spe tral broadening.
in a photoni

an be realized by

For sub-nanojoule pulse energies, this is a hieved

rystal ber with redu ed

ore size.

A

ording to simulations of

pulse propagation and optimization of the pre- hirp and subsequent dispersionompensation

oe ients, I have experimentally demonstrated two-fold pulse

om-

pression on nearly transform limited 24 fs pulses from a Ti:sapphire laser around
800 nm [T2℄.

Thesis 3

We have developed a passively mode-lo ked, all-ber, all-normal disper-

sion ytterbium ring os illator, working at 1.03
pulses, that

µm.

The laser produ es pi ose ond

an be de hirped by an external grating pair to

∼ 200 fs pulse durations

[T3℄. The pulse-shaping in the os illator is based on nonlinear polarization evolution
in the ber se tions together with spe tral and temporal ltering by a polarizing element. We have investigated the laser

hara teristi s as an aim to better understand

the theory of mode-lo king in ber os illators, operating in the normal dispersion
regime.
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Abbreviations and notations
1D

one dimensional

2D

two dimensional

AC

auto orrelation

ANDi

all-normal dispersion

β

propagation

CPO

c

onstant

hirped pulse os illator
speed of light in va uum

w

ontinous wave

GDD

group delay dispersion

GDDnet

net

GVD

group velo ity dispersion

E
E
E

ele tri

eld envelope, see Eq. 1.3

ele tri

eld ve tor

ε0

va uum permittivity

FEM

nite element method

fs

femtose ond (10

FWHM

full width at half maximum

ΦNL

nonlinear phase shift

HC

hollow- ore

ISO

isolator

ℑ
k0
χ
L

imaginary part

LMA

large mode area

λ
λ0

wavelength

ML

multilayer

µ0
n
ne

va uum permeability

avity GDD

pulse energy

−15

s)

wave number
sus eptibility
physi al path length

entral wavelength

refra tive index
ee tive refra tive index
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nH
nL

refra tive index of the high index layer

NL

nonlinear

NPE

nonlinear polarization evolution

NPR

nonlinear polarization rotation

OC

output

P

indu ed ele tri

PBG

photoni

bandgap

PBF

photoni

bandgap ber

PBS

polarizing beam splitter

PC

polarization

PCF

photoni

PT

physi al thi kness

r

radius

r

spatial

ℜ

real part

RF

radio-frequen y (spe trum)

SA

saturable absorber

SEM

s anning ele tron mi ros ope

SFF

sili a lling fra tion

SMF

(step-index) single mode ber

SPM

self-phase modulation

S/N

signal-to-noise (ratio)

t

time

TIR

total internal ree tion

Ti:sapphire

titanium-sapphire

TMM

transfer matrix method

TOD

third order dispersion

Θ0

angle of in iden e

WDM

wavelength division multiplexer

XPM
Yb

z
ω
∆Ω

refra tive index of the low index layer

oupler
polarization

ontroller

rystal ber

oordinate

ross-phase modulation
ytterbium
oordinate parallel to the ber axis
angular frequen y
spe tral bandwidth
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Con lusion
During my Ph.D. work, I was dealing with topi s on the generation of ultrashort
pulses in ber lasers, the propagation of su h pulses in photoni
the design of hollow- ore photoni

rystal bers.

rystal bers and

Some part of the these topi s

in luded theoreti al work, but as the resear h was essentially motivated by pra ti al
appli ations, most of the results des ribed in the theses are experimental.
Ultrashort pulses are originally generated by dye or solid-state lasers. Due to the
advan es in opti al ber te hnology,
lasers, for their

ompa tness. In

onsiderable attention has been drawn by ber

ontrast to traditional passively mode-lo ked lasers,

re ently it was shown, that stable solutions

an be found in the

ase of net normal

avity dispersion. Su h systems eliminate the need for dispersion
the

ompensation in

avity and enhan e the possible output pulse energies. We developed an all-ber

ytterbium laser produ ing pi ose ond pulses, that are
external to the
around 1.03

ompressible to

∼200-400

fs

avity [T3℄. The laser operated in the all-normal dispersion regime,

µm.

Compression of
of ber integrated

hirped pulses by dispersion- ompensation is possible by the use
omponents. However, their use is often limited by the nonlinear

intera tion of the relatively high peak power of pulses with the sili a ore. A promising route to avoid nonlinearity is the appli ation of hollow- ore (Bragg) photoni
rystal bers, in whi h most of the energy of the pulse is

onned in air.

It was

found, however, that the sili a struts in realisti hollow- ore bers, holding the spa e
between sili a layers

ause a loss me hanism,

alled leaking modes. Our investiga-

tions on one-dimensional grazing in iden e diele tri
that the leaking modes
One-dimensional

multilayer stru tures showed,

an be eliminated by appropriate design of the stru ture.

al ulations were

ompared to the nite element method that sim-

ulated the appropriate ber stru ture [T1℄. The qualitative agreement between the
simulation results showed that the one-dimensional model is
mates for the bandgap, and thus it is a useful

apable of giving esti-

omplementary tool in the design of

su h bers.
Dispersion- ompensation is not su ient for ompressing pulses below the Fourier
transform limit. For this purpose, spe tral broadening is ne essary, whi h

an be

realized by nonlinear phenomena in opti al bers. For relatively low peak powers,
the nonlinear spe tral broadening
redu ed

ore size. A

an be a hieved in photoni

rystal bers with

ording to our simulations of pulse propagation and optimiza-

tion of dispersion- ompensation

oe ients, we experimentally demonstrated pulse

ompression on nearly transform-limited 24 fs pulses from a Ti:sapphire laser [T2℄.

Összefoglalás
Doktori munkám során ultrarövid impulzusok el®állításával, fotonikus kristály szálban való terjedésével és légmagos fotonikus kristály szálak tervezésével foglalkoztam. Ezeknek a témáknak egy része elméleti munka, de mivel a kutatást gyakorlati
alkalmazások motiválták, az eredmények nagyobb része kísérleti munkán alapul.
Ultrarövid impulzusokat hagyományosan szilárdtest lézerekkel állítanak el®. Az
optikai szálak területén elért te hnológiai fejl®dés hatására azonban egyre nagyobb
az igény és lehet®ség arra, hogy ezeket száloptikai lézerek váltsák fel. A hagyományos
passzívan módusszinkronizált lézerekkel ellentétben kimutatták, hogy a rezonátor
össz-diszperzióját tekintve a normál diszperziós tartományban is kialakulhat stabil
impulzus vonulat. Ilyen rendszerekben elkerülhet® a rezonátoron belüli diszperziókompenzálás, továbbá a lehetséges impulzus energia is nagyobb. Kifejlesztettünk egy
teljesen szálintegrált itterbium lézert, amely pikoszekundumos impulzusokat generál
[T3℄. Ezek a rezonátoron kívül

∼200-400 fs-ra

kompresszálhatók. A lézer az úgyne-

vezett teljesen normál diszperziós tartományban m¶ködik, 1.03

µm hullámhosszon.

Csörpölt impulzusok diszperzió-kompenzálással való összenyomása megoldható
száloptikai komponensekkel. Ezeknek a használatát azonban limitálja az impulzusok
relatíve magas

sú sintenzitásának nemlineáris köl sönhatása az üvegszál magjával.

Egyik lehet®ség a nemlinearitás elkerülésére a légmagos (Bragg) fotonikus kristály
szálak használata, melyekben az impulzus energiájának nagy része a leveg® magban
kon entrálódik.

Ilyen szálaknál problémát jelent az üvegrétegek közötti távtartó

üvegruda skák jelenléte, ugyanis ezek egy veszteségi me hanizmus, az úgynevezett
szivárgó módusok okozói. Egy dimenziós súrlódó beesésre tervezett dielektrikum
rétegszerkezeteken való vizsgálatainkkal kimutattuk, hogy a szivárgó módusok a
szerkezet megfelel® megtervezésével megsz¶ntethet®k [T1℄. Számításainkat összehasonlítottuk a véges-elem módszerrel, mely a tényleges szerkezetet vette gyelembe.
A kvalitatív egyezés igazolta, hogy az egy dimenziós modell alkalmas a bandgap
be slésére, és ezáltal a szerkezet megtervezésében hatékony segítséget nyújt.
A diszperzió-kompenzálás az impulzusok Fourier transzformá iós határon túli
kompresszióját nem teszi lehet®vé. Ilyen

élból az impulzus spektrumának kiszéle-

sítésére van szükség, amely például az optikai szálakban el®idézhet® nemlinearitás
révén valósítható meg.

Ala sony

sú steljesítmény esetén ez elérhet® kis magát-

mér®j¶ fotonikus kristály szálakban. Az impulzus terjedésre vonatkozó szimulá iónak és optimalizá ónak megfelel®en, kísérletileg megvalósítottuk a titán-zafír lézer
közel transzformá ió-limitált 24 fs-os impulzusainak kompresszióját [T2℄.

